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ABSTRACT
Joe Jimmy Alec Visits the Gaelic Mod and Escapes Unscathed:
The Nova Scotia Gaelic Revivals
Jonathan Dembhg
September 1997

Attempts to revive the Gaelic language in Nova Scotia have failed numerous times
in the past. Now another Gaelic Revival is undeway. This thesis looks at the history of
Gaelic Revivals in Nova Scotia and how they reflected the evolving Gaelic identity and its
relationship to the wider provincial and Canadian society. The first eighty years of Gaelic
life in Nova Scotia saw a taking root and strengthening of the language and its attendant
cultural expressions. The following half decade shows a marked decline in the numbers of
Gaelic speakers, a result of outmigration and the intemalization of negative attitudes
ioward Gaelic culture held by outsiders. This period is followed by the first organized
attempts from outside the Gaelic cornrnunities to revive the language, usually accompanied
by romantic and tartanist ideais of Gaelic culture with which Nova Scotian Gaels could
not identify. Since the 1970's. a new sensibility has accompanied effons at language
revitdization, one which attempts to identify and promote those aspects of Gaelic life
which have been part of the lived experience of Nova Scotian Gaels, but were heretofore
unknown or unappreciated by past Revivalists. The current situation reflects a continuing
dialog over what constitutes "real" Gaelic culture, while at the sarne time some parts of
that culture are being promoted worldwide under the assimilative labels "Celtic" and "East
Coast". As the native Gaelic speakers age and dirninish in numbers, the future of Gaelic
society in the province is increasingly in the hands of adult learners. Data b r n a survey of
sixty-six such learners indicates that, as they become more fluent in Gaelic, they interact
more with native speakers and become more in tune with the lived Gaelic redity, as
opposed to the more romantic notions derived from the tartanism which is ni11 ubiquitous
throughout the province.
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Note:
Interviews conducteci with Gaelic instmcton are quoted throughout this paper. The

interviewees are coded as GI-1, GI-2, etc.

Introduction
Roughiy every 20years thew k a lot of ralk about a Gaelic mrevlval,
and afrer every Gaelic rwival them are f i e r people speaking
Gaelic than them werie befom.
Fracces MacEachen, editor, Am Bràighe

According to numerous splashy headlines over the last few years, Nova Scotia is currently in the mida of a Gaelic Revival. What e-ly

is meant by "revivai" seems to vary

according to the journalist, but ody rarely does it refer to luiguistic regeneration or revitalization. In the case of Gaeiic in Nova Scotia, the following factors are ofien mentioned as
part of the definition:

more people are leaniing Gaelic
more people (especially younger people) are taking an interest in things Gaelic
Gaelic songs, bagpipe and fiddle music are popular
there are many young people singing Gaelic songs and playing the pipes and fiddle
some of these young people have achieved national and international fame

In these stories, the actual survival of the spoken language is rarely dealt with in any
depth. When it is, the prognosis is usually pessimistic. Clearly then, there is a distinction to
be made between a Gaelic Revivai, encompassing the phenornena listed above, and a revival

of Gaelic.
But how accurate are the media reports? Are more young people leaming Gaelic and
playing strathspeys on the fiddle? If so, a nurnber of interesting questions are raised. How
do these younger people - the Revival community - differ from their elders frorn whom

they take their inspiration? What form of Gaeiic culture wili they hand d o m to the generation that follows them? How is this Revivai difEerent fiom al1 other Revivds?
There are two major aspects to the issue of the Gaelic Revival which are closely linked :
the language and the culture. While it is important to detemine whether or not the language

is making a comeback it is equally important to determine its social context, and how this
context may have changed. If a raival is the result of the efforts of second-language leamers, then it is crucial that the comrnunity forrned by those learners be examined, to see in
which ways they have changed the culture, and in which ways they have kept it intact. The
sarne goes for the particular aspects of the culture: if there is a new generation of Cape
Breton fiddlers, it is important to see what they keep, what they throw away, and what they
modiQ of the tradition they inherited. In other words, the question is not just "will Gaelic
survive?", but "what Gaelic will survive?"
This is not the first Gaelic Revival in Nova Scotia. They have corne and gone al1
throughout this century. In many ways, the current Revival is an extension of the last one,
which began in the early 1970's. Like its previous incarnations, this Gaelic Revival is not just
a stniggle for the language. It is an ongoing debate over cuiture and identity, the authentic
and the ersatz, right and wrong. There are clashes of ideology, egos, and financial interests.

This thesis will examine the nature of the current Gaelic Revival in Nova Scotia, cornparing it with previous Revivals. Pariicular emphasis will be placed on the historicai perspective, the evolution of disparate Gaelic identities, and the role of adult second-language

learners of Gaelic. Results of a survey of active Gaelic learners will be analyzed and corn-

pared with the historical record. In the conclusion, these factors will be synthesized into a

prognosis for the niture of the Gaelic laquage and culture in Nova Scotia -its viability as
well as its composition.

Theoretical Background
Language is more than sound and grammu. We use it not only to convey information,
but aiso to express emotion, to enlighten and deceive, to oppress and to resist oppression. It
is both the means and the product of sociai interaction. It is indeed the case that "social life
must be seen as a source of the organization of linguistic means." (Hymes 1974)
Language is an important social marker- It unites people and divides them, helping to
define the "us" and the "other7'. Many linguists agree with the Whorfian theory of linguistic
determinism (though not expressly stated by Whorf hirnself), which holds that language, to a
greater or lesser extent, determines thought and, by extension, behavior Fishrnan 1989). It
is the basis of ethnicity and a primary rationale of nation-states. The sociai implications of
language can be seen around the world, from the Middle East (where one's position on the
disputed development in East lerusalem can be determined by whether one refers to the
neighborhood as "Har Homa" or "Jabal Abu Ghunem") to the "language police" of Québec
and the Engiish-Ody movement in the USA (Fishman 1989).
As language affects society, it aiso impacts the individual. A person's language or

accent marks them and associates them with a particular ethnicity, class or other group
(Labov 1969; in Giglioii 1972). One may get or be denied a job, make fnends and business
partnerships, be regarded as intelligent or ü9ntelligent, etc. al1 on the basis of how one
speaks. In short, "language acts are acts of identity":

Individual identity and social identity are mediateci by hguage.
Language features are the link which binds the individuai and
societies together. Language offers both the rneans of creating
this link and thai of expressing it. Such features irnply the whole
range of language use, from phonetic features to lexical units,
syntactic stnictures, and personal names. (ïabouret-Keller 1997)

Iflanguage is crucial to individual and social identity, then to change one's language is
equd to changing one's identity. Language change at the societal level is a cornmon phenomenon, known as language shifi. Language shift usually occurs when the speakers of an
econornically and politicaily subordinate language gradually begin to speak the dominant
language and abandon their own. Language death or obsolescence occurs when an entire
language comrnunity undergoes language shifi (Dorian 1981).
According to Edwards (1985), ethnic identity is not strialy bound to language, and
ethnic self-identification may continue d e r language shift. He does not suggest, however,
that cultural composition - traditions, expressions and values -remains unchanged in this
process, raiher that the ethnic identity becomes redefined according to its new composition.
This of course leads to the potential for conflict when this process occurs while there is still
a viable ethnic language which clairns the same ethnic identification. An example is Ireland,
where an English-language Irish identity was created and maintained despite the continuance
of a quite distinct Gaelic Irish identity.
While much scholanhip has been dedicated to the study of language shift and obsolescence, relatively little has been focused on efforts to combat these trends, a phenornenon

termed Reversing Language Shift (RLS) by Joshua Fishrnan (1991a). Fishman notes that
such inattention is unjustified, considenng that there are millions of people currently en-

gaged in RLS efforts worldwide. The studies which have been done tend to focus on governmentd efforts(e.g. bilingual education anCminority-language media) to the exclusion of
gras-roots social movements. Fishman's own work has done a great deal to fil1 in this gap.
His main thesis is that in order for RLS efforts to mcceed in their stated goals (usually the
restoration or revitaiization of the minority language), they mua focus on inter-generational
transmission within the family and the cornrnunity. If this is not accomplished, larger scde
efforts and lobbying governent for assistance prove ineffective and are a drain on resources
which are usually scarce to begin with.

On the other hand, both Fishman (199 la) and Nancy Dorian (1987) note that there are
potentiaily beneficial side effects to RLS efforts even if they do not succeed in language
restoration or revitalkation. These include the destigrnatization of the minority language
(and by extension the rninority cornmunity) and the recovery or reassertion of the rninority

cornmunity's history.
The role of adult second-language leamers is criticai to many RLS effo'orts, particularly
those in which the native speakers are beyond child-bearing age. It is therefore disappointing that so little scholarship has gone into the social perspective of leamers, as opposed to
the thoroughly investigated linguistic perspective. Trosset's (1 986) eth~ographicexperience among Welsh leamers and native speakers provides a relevant exception. She describes
learning Welsh as "an interactive process of entering a community and acquinng a new
identity," in which both the leamer and the native speaker negotiate and renegotiate their
social relationships. She fùnher notes that, once fluency has been achieved, it is oflen neces-

sary to p a s oneself off as a native in order to engage in conversation with native speakers

which does not center on the learner's status as a Iearner.
The connection between cultural identity and RLS efforts is often problematic.
McDodd's (1 994) study of Breton-language activists revealed that they form a de fuctu
separate comrnunity h m the native Breton-speaking cornmunity to which they presumably
aspire. Their assumptions about the nature of the "true peasant" Bretons ofken clash with
reaiity, particularly as regards attitudes toward the language itself. For example, the native
comrnunity is quite unselfconscious in its use of Breton, and is equally unselfconscious in its

use of French. Activists, on the other hand, view Breton as everything fiom a badge of
separateness to a political weapon, and are often adamant about not speaking French.
lm McKay (1994) also notes this contlia between the ideaiized core community (the

Folk) and those who presume to speak for them. In his view, many of those who aspired to
either assis the Folk or become one of them were little more than exploiters of identity and
history (and often labour), part of the hegemonic process:
To rewrite the history of subaltem classes and groups in ways that
ostensibly pay hem hornage, al1 the while âraining their hidos, of
specificitv, is one subtle and effective method of preserving their
inferior position. (McKay 1994:xvi)

The case of Gaelic in Nova Scotia involves al1 these issues of la&age, identity,
ethnicity and class. They exist, implicitly or explicitly, in al1 minority language situations.

Other Minority Language Revivals
There are numerous cases of minority language and cultural revivals to compare with
the situation in Nova Scotia. The cases with the moa similarities are outlined briefly here.
Gaelic in Scotland and Ireland
Gaelic is currently spoken by roughly 70,000 people in Scotland Oess than 2% of the
population), aimost al1 of whom are native-speakers. In the last few decades there has been
a steady increase in the range and availability of language-learning opporninities throughout
Scotland, and a recent survey suggested that as many as 250,000 people in Scotland are
currently learning Gaelic (nie Scotsman, 13/1/96), although the survey does not say to what
extent -serious learners who attain second-language-speakerstatus would likely comprise
a tiny portion of that figure. Recent developments have included the expansion of Gaelic on

television and radio, the growth of Gaelic-medium and bilingual schools, and a sirnilar growth

in the number of Gaelic-medium playgroups (Corhrom. no. 8, summer 1996). Pop groups
that sing in Gaelic such as Runrig and Capercaillie are popular, while at the same time there

is growing interest in Scotland in the musical traditions ofNova Scotia, which are only now
being recognized as an important cultural hentage which had been Iost there.
Increasingly, Gaelic-langage activity is taking place in Lowland and urban areas of
Scotland. There are several reasons for this. A large percentage of Scotland's Gaelicspeakmg population lives in and around the cities, Glasgow in particular (Thomson 1983:1 11).

The cities also have high concentrations of learners. The combination of the two makes for

a largely middle-class and culturally confident GPdhealtachd (Gaelic-speaking area or corn-

munity), which is more likely to push for wch things as Gaeiic-medium education through
the secondary level (something not achieved in the Western Isles, where Gaelic-speakers are
the majonty Finlay MacLeod, personal communication]). While it would be a gross exaggeration to daim that Gaelic Scotland is dividing between urban "haves" and rural island
"have-nots", there is a différence between the two wmmunities, dong the lines of those
noted in Brittany by McDonald (1994), where the urban Gaels place more of an emphasis on
Gaelic as an entity unto itself.
In Ireland, Irish has been a compulsory school subject since the establishment of the
Irish Free State in 1922. Since that time, the Gaeltacht, or largely Irish-speaking cornmunities scattered mostly along the west coast, has been legally defined as such, and most native
Irish speakers corne from there. There is however a significant population of non-Gaeltacht
native Irish speakers, as well as of learners who have achieved fluency.
As a result of Ireland's education policy, the number of "leamers" (i.e. vinually the

entire population of the Republic of Ireland) far outstrips the nurnber of native-speakers.
Thus while the 198 1 census reported that one third of the population of the Republic claims
fluency in Irish, the vast majonty of these would be learners (Fishman 1991a: 127). However, the number of people who are self-rnotivated leamers, i-e. who apply themselves beyond school hours to leam and interact in the language, is only a fraction of the population.
Nonetheless, the combination of a small number of native-speakers and a huge population of
non-native speakers with significant exposure to the language in some fom means that Insh
leamers are very significant in the overall Gaelic-speaking community of Ireland.

In the six counties ofNorthern Ireland, where Irish has little official support, there have
been some successfil grassroots developments, the most Unpressive of which is the eaablishment by second-Ianguage leamers of a fûlly functional Irish speaking community in the
middle of Belfast, complete with an Irish-medium school which attracts midents £tom beyond the community. This has led to a level of incipient bilingualism throughout West Belfast
which is notable for the "spontaneity of the phenomenon." (Maguire 1991:237)
WeIsh and Breton

Welsh and Breton are both spoken by roughly a half million people in populations of
approximately 3 million. Howeyer Wales benefits fiorn a much greater govemment commitment to the Welsh language than Brittany does for Breton, providing such things as limited
officia1 status, radio and television stations, end Welsh-medium education (Davies 1993).
Welsh-language education for aduits has also becorne a booming business, encompassing
evening classes, immersions, television prograrns and the like. Trosset's observation that
"the real reason people do not speak Welsh to leaners is that they have no real concept of a
non-Welsh Welsh speaker" (Trosset 1986:172) grows less tme by the year; perhaps only in
ireland is there more visible a phenomenon of adult leamers of a minority language. Leam-

ers are now prominent as Welsh teachers and writers (Davies & Bowie 1992:176-181).
Welsh is also expenencing a Revival in Patagonia in Argentina, where it has almost
died out more than a century after an intentional Welsh-speaking colony was established
there. The gains being made are necessarily modest, largely taking the fom of a renewed

interest in things Welsh, as opposed to more senous RLS efforts (The Economist, 25/11/
95 44).

Breton faces the problem of a more antipathetic central govemment. Nevertheless,
there is a good deal of grassroots activity on behaif of the language, of which the DIWAN
movement is perhaps the moa notable. DIWAN is a locally organized Breton-medium school
system which manages to survive with minimal govement support. 'Ihere are also Bretonspeaking "communes". McDondd (1994) notes, however, that there is ofien a disco~ect
between native speakers and adult learners. Learning Breton is generally considered rnuch
more of a political act than, say, learning Gaelic in Nova Scotia. Part ofthe reason for this is
the French government's resistance to recognize Breton as a legitirnate language and culture. There are also political fissions going back to World War II, when some Breton activists collaborated with the Nazis in exchange for limited autonomy, which continue to this day
(McDonald 1994).
Comish and Manx

Comish and Manx are both "revived" languages. Comish died out in the 18th-19th
centuries, while the last native-speaker of Manx died in 1974 (Thomson & Pilgrim 1988:2).
Both languages now have populations of several hundred leamers with varying degrees of
fluency (Thomson & Pilgrim l988:2; Madeg 1994: 12). While the numbers are small, they
are interesting in the context of this study in that the enrire community is in each case cornposed of leamers. In both cases they are "intentionai communities", dependent on proactive
interaction arnong adult leamers. In a few cases, those who have acquired Comish or Manx

in adulthood have attempted to raise their children in the language, but as yet there have been

no midies done on the children's use of language (Madeg 1994:12). The situation today in
Cape Breton strongly resembles that of the Isle of Man a halfcentury ago, when there were

still a few older native Manx speakers and a small but enthusiastic group of people who
learned Manx from them (Thomson & Pilgrim 1988:2). Those leamers are now the elder
statespeople of the Manx Gaelic community. A study of Gaelic in Man today would likely be
full of lessons - positive and negative - for revivalists in Nova Scotia.

Hebrew and Yiddish

Hebrew is perhaps the best-known "success story" of language revival, a langüage
which had been "dead" (Le. as an everyday spoken language) for 2000 years, then revived

within a half-century in Palestinefisrael. Therefore, Iike Cornish and M m , Hebrew was at
one tirne a language community composed entirely of learners. Today it is still an acquired
language for many Israelis (and others outside Israel). Hopehil cornparisons with Hebrew
are cornrnon arnong enthusiasts of languages such as Cornish and Manx, but the circumstances in which Hebrew was revived - no other universaily common language (although
Yiddish carne close; however it was largely disdained by the Zionists: see below), common
farniliarity with Biblical Hebrew, and the peculiar nationalism of the Zionists, to name a few

- would be difficult to replicate anywhere else.
Yiddish, by contrast, has been in decline for a century. The combination of assimilation
in the -4mericasand Western Europe, suppression in the former Soviet Union and Warsaw

Pact countries, and the extermination of 6 million Jews in the Holocaust (the vast majority of

whom were Yiddish-speakers) have lefi the Yiddish-speaking wmmunity on extremely shaky
ground. The language could not even find support in Israel, where it was seen sirnultaneously as a cornpetitor with Hebrew and a shameful reminder of iife in Diaspora (Fishman
1991b). Apart from ultra-Orihodox circles, where it is still thriving across ail generations,
Yiddish is largely the language of an increasingly ageing population. Simultaneously there is
an increasing interest in the study of Yiddish, and the numbers of Yiddish-leamers continues

to grow as the (secular) native-speaking population declines (Fishman 1991b). Thus the
importance of the learner of Yiddish is similar to that of the Gaelic-leamer in Cape Breton, in
that non-native speakers are increasingly defining the secular Yiddish-speaking comrnunity.

Historical Background
Gaelic in Scottand
Although Gaelic was perhaps never the native language of al1 of Scotland's people, it
was for a tirne the lingua franca of the country. The first Gaelic speakers came to Scotland

from Ireland in the fifth century C.E.as an invasionaiy force (Chadwick 1979:76). By 1000
C.E. the Gaelic kingdom had expanded over the lands of the Picts, the Britons of Strathclyde,
and the Angles of Lothian. Gaelic displaced Pictish and British, but English held on as a
minority language. Gaelic was the language of government, the church, and the courts.

Gradually, however, the English spoken in the southeast began to gain prominence, due to a
number of factors, among them: the influx of large numbers of English-speaking refûgees
&er the Norman invasion of England; the establishment of burghs, or centers of commerce,
in the southeast in the early Middle Ages; and the Anglicization of the royal family, which

also brought about the Romanization of the church, al1 around the year 1100 C.E. (Prebble
1971:34-50)

By 1500, some form of English was spoken over almost al1 of southern and northeaste n Scotland. 1513 saw the death of the last king of Scotland, James IV, who was even
capable of speaking Gaelic. The "Highland Liney' dividing the rolling Lowlands fforn the
rocky Highlands became more than a physical boundary; it became the border between two
opposing cultures. speaking different languages, practicing different economies and customs, and each regarding the other as heathen barbarians. The division was considerably
sharpened by the Reformation, which swept the Lowlands but lefl the Highlands largely

unaffected (Prebble 1971229). With the ethnolinguistic distinction intensified by Calvinisrn,
the animosity between the two groups became great. Donaldçon noted that "to certain pans

of the Lowland mind the Highlands were equally a tabula rusa upon which could be projected whatever was most f a e d . Paganism, cannibalism, lycanthropy -anything could be
attributed to the inhabitants of these barbarous parts."
. . . on the one hand he was regarded as a species of vermin fit
merely for extermination, whiie on the other he was seen as a relatively h d e s s buffoon, a proper object of raillery and satire and
figunng in a comic role in many Lowiand songs. (Donalcison
1988:38,53)

The culmination of tensions between the two Scotlands came with the Jacobite rebel-

lion of 1745-46. Aithough the larger aim of the rebellion was the restoration of the Stuans
to the British throne (an attempt about which there was much ambivalence within the Highland and Lowland populations), Highlanders and Lowlanders for the most part took opposite sides. M e r the defeat of Charles at Culloden in f 746, Gaelic culture came under assauIt

fiom dl directions. Highland dress was outiawed, and the clan system was forcibly dismantled. Where once the Highiands had simply been more or less cordoned off by successive Scottish and British governments, authority was now very visible. Army patrols pursued fugitive Jacobites in the hills, and fortress-towns were established throughout the Highlands to assist in the "pacification" of the Gael. The Society in Scotland for the Propagation
of Christian Knowledge set up schools throughout the Highlands and Islands in an effort to

bring the Presbytenan religion and the English Ianguage to the population. Samuel Johnson,
while largely contemptuous of the Highlanders, observed with some sympathy the breakd o m of Gaelic society:

We came thither too late to se. what we expected, a people of peculiar appearance, and a system of antiquated life. The clans retain
linie now of their original character, their ferocity of temper is soitened, their military ardour is extinguished,their dignity of independence is depressed, their contempt ofgovernent subdued, and the
reverence for their chiefs abated. Of whai they had before the late
conquest of their wunûy, there remain only their language a d their
poverty. Their language is attacked on e w y side. (Samuel Johnson
1924, orig. 17755 1)

The political economy in the Highlands changed greatly after Culloden. Under the clan
systen tenants were understood to have rights to the land in perpetuity so longs as rents
were paid (Thomson 198350). W~ththe transition from clan law to British law, tenants
were lefi with neither title nor right to the land, and those who had been their chiefs and
protectors were now strictly landlords. Ernigration started in the late 18th century arnong
the rniddie-class tacksmen, whose roles in the post-clan Highlands were uncertain (Thomson
1983:5O). They were followed in the 19th century by much greater numbers of the tenantry,
who were either evicted outnght from the land to make room for more profitable large-scale
sheep folds (a series of events known as the Highland Clearances), or otherwise fleeing the
poverty and desperation brought on by other events such as the collapse of the kelp industry
in the 1820's and the potato blight of the 1840's (Thomson 1983:45-6; Campbell 19903376). Nova Scotia received the buik of its Scottish population as a result of this period of

emigration (roughly 1770- 1850). In most places where the emigrant Gaeis settled, they
rapidly assimilated into the culture of their surroundings. Nova Scotia was the most signifi-

cant exception to this rule.

Gaels in Nova Scotia
The first Gaelic settlement in Nova Scotia dates fi-om 1773, when the first boatload of
Gaels arrived in Pictou. The trickle became a Stream beginning around 1800 with settlements in Mabou and Iona, and then a flood; by 1830 the Gaels were the larges ethnic group
in Nova Scotia. They settled almoa exclusively in the eastem counties of the province:

Pictou, Antigonish, Inverness, Victoria, Cape Breton, and, to a lesser extent, Richmond and
Guysboro (Campbell & MacLean 1974:35-78). The settlement patterns resulted fiom chainmigration, whereby people from the same area in Scotland senled together. This is still
reflected in the Gaelic spoken today in Nova Scotia, where the dialects of the various islands
and regions of the maidand in Scotland are maintained alrnost without aiteration by 5th and

6th generation Nova Scotians (Shaw 1978).
The Scottish settlements of eastem Nova Scotia also reflect the religious dynamic in
Scotland at the time. Most of the earlier settlers were Roman Catholics, many coming from
parts of Scotland which are now Presbyterian. Presbyterian settlers tended to corne later,
and were among the last to ride the immigrant wave from the Highlands and Islands.

The Gaelic population of Nova Scotia seems to have reached its peak around 1880,
when Gaelic-speakers made up the majority of the population of Cape Breton Island (Edwards
1988:5), in addition to large numbers of speakers in Antigonish County and diminishing

numbers in Pictou and Guysborough. The emigrants of the 19th Century settled in rural
areas and lived largely on subsistence farming and fishing. Towards the end of the century,
large nurnbers of rural Nova Scotians left for the coal mines of Sydney, or to the New

England States. Rural outmigration was a constant feature of Maritime life during this period, but the Scots (the vast majority of whom would have b e n Gaels) lost more of their

mral population, both in absolute numbers and as a proportion of the nird population as a
whole (see fig. 1). It was during this penod that Engiish became a fashion of necessity in the
Gaelic-speaking areas. Parents began speaking both Gaelic and Enghsh to their chiidren, a
trend which continued until the 1B o ' s , when children ceased to be socialized in Gaelic at d l .

Figure 1: Rural popubtion of Nova Scotia by cthnicity 1871-1931

Today Gaelic has disappeared frorn mainland Nova Scotia, except for a handhl of

elderly speakers in Antigonish County, so it is cornmon now to refer to Nova Scotian Gaelic
as Cape Breton Gaelic. In Cape Breton there are perhaps 1000 speakers of the language,
almost al1 of them over 50 years of age. There are a few families (mostly comprised of
leamers or native-speakers from Scotland) who are socializing their children in Gaelic, but
the total number of children probably does not exceed a dozen.

The areas where Gaelic is still fairly common among the older generation include the
Roman Caîholic communities of Iona, Christmas Island and Boisdale on the Bras d'Or Lakes;
a string of villages running fiom Margaree down the west coast of Cape Breton to Port
Hood, including Inverness and Mabou; and sume parts of the interior of Inverness County,
including GIendale and River Denys. Protestant Gaelic-speaking communities include North
River and the North Shore in Victoria County and an area straddling Richmond and Cape
Breton counties which includes Framboise, Loch Lomond, Enon and Gabarus. There are
many other communities whose Gaelic-speaking populations have disappeared over the last

century, such as Black Point in northern Cape Breton and Boulardene Island.
Why did Gaelic fa11 into decline in eastem Nova Scotia? The culpnts most commonly

cited are economics, outmigration and, especially, education. Certaidy these are al1 credible
factors. Ecunomic hardship forced integration into the industrialized, English-speaking world.
Outmigration disproportionately affected women. The few jobs available in rural areas lumber, construction, pulp mills - were pnmarily men's work, forcing young women to
leave in greater proportions, leaving Gaelic communities with natural iocrease rates far below the national or provincial average. Engiish-only education was the rule throughout
Gaelic Nova Scotia. However these factors do not tell the complete story. The key to the
decline of Gaelic in Nova Scotia was the denigration of Gaelic society by the outside world,
and the intemalization of that denigration by the Gaels themselves (Menz 1987). This is the
ovemding factor which was c m i e d into Gaelic society via the above-mentioned combination of poveny, outmigration and English-only education.

Anglophone authorities in the province seemed convinced of the barbarism and ignorance of the Highland settlers, specifically as related to their language, and this prejudice
influenced the province's education policy(Cox 1994). As a result, there is evidence of
occasions where children were punished, even beaten, for speaking Gaelic in school. While
evidence of systematic enforcement of an English-oniy code is sketchy, there is no doubt that
the children understood full well that Gaelic was not a language to be used in school,whether

or not any punitive action was taken against it. Storyteller Joe Neil MacNeil remembers that
when he started school, he knew almoa no English, but even so was able to get the message:
Ach tha c u i h ' agam a' latha a lean an CU dh'ionnsaidh an taigh
sgoil mi 's cha robh mi ach glé tg as an am. Agus thuigeadh a'
bhan-sgoilear a bh' againn -an té bha teagasg sgoil 'san am sin thuigeadh i Gàidhlig: bha beagan fhaclan aice cuideachd do
Ghaidhlig. Ach chaidh an CU astaigh dha 'n taigh sgoil agus bha e
'gam 1eantta.dfhéin astaigh agus thoisicheadh air an CU a chuir arnach
as a' sgoil. Agus thuirt fear dhe na gillean "Amach thu!" neo "Cuir
amach e". Agus tha mi smaointinn air réir nam beagan h c l a n a
dheanainn sebrsa do thuigsim air do Bheurla gun deachaidh a
bhruidhinn ris - a bhacail -airson Gàidhlig a bhniidhinn.
But I remember the day that the dog followed me to the schoolhouse
when 1 was only very young. The schoolmistress who was teaching
us at the tirne could understand Gaeiic; she spoke a few wordç of
the language too. But the dog entered the schoolhouseafter me, and
people began to try to put the dog out ofthe school. And one of the
young boys said in GaeIic, "Out you go!" or "Put him out." And I
beIieve fiom the few worcis of English that 1 was able to understand
vaguely, that the lad was spoken to - was censureci - for speakk g Gaelic. (MacNeiI 1987:11 )

Another factor whereby negative attitudes toward the language impacted the Gaelic
community was through outmigration. The period between 1880 and 1930 saw many Gaels
leave their homes for economic opportunities in the United States. It was apparently quite
common for those who returned (whether indefinitely or for short visits) to speak with a

"Yankee" accent and daim no: to speak or understand any Gaelic whatsoever. This phenornenon is described in many locally composeci Gaelic songs.
Saoilidh mi gur amaidach do neach a bhi cho staimeil
An dei& bhi anns na States car bliadhn' gu'n dhiochuimhnich e a'
Ghàidhlig
Tha moran ann as duthaich -gwi teagamh 's e cuis-nair' e Gun Bheurla a chuireadh 'mach an CU 's nach can iad aon ghuth
Ghiidhlig
1 thuik it is fooIishness that one should be so stupid
That after a year in the States he should forget his GaeIic

And rnany in our country - it's certainly most shameful Whose English can't put out the dog won't speak a word of Gaelic

("Oran dotnMhod by Garrett MacDonald, in Fergusson
1977: 126-127)

Despite the indignant reaction of the bards (and undoubtedly many oihers), the Gaelic
language was the choice of fewer and fewer parents in the 1930's and 1940's to speak to
their children. By the mid-40's. it became clear that few children in the rural Gaelic cornrnunities were able to speak the language. And while there was some gnashing of teeth, there

was little consensus on what to do about it. By the 195OYs,Gaelic had ceased to be used as
a language of transmission to children. This happened roughly simultaneously over al1 of
Cape Breton Island (the Gaelic speaking comrnunities of mainland Nova Scotia shifted to
English much earlier). There is strong evidence to show that negative images of Gaelic
arnong non-Gaels produced a stigma which, at least in part, persuaded Gaels not to speak

Gaelic to their children. In her study of language shift in two Cape Breton Gaelic cornmunities (Mabou and the North Shore), Elizabeth Menz (1982) argues that it was not the direct
pressure from the dominant English language Society (Le. the stigma attached to the lan-

p a g e and its attendant culture) which accounted for the shift, but rather the effect of that
pressure on the "interpretive filter" through which Gaels viewed their situation. But the
result was direct enough: Gaels came to equate their language and culture with poverty and
backwardness (i.e. rurality, an identity weakened by the effeas of outmigration mentioned
above), and so io prepare their children for a better (or perhaps in their view, given 50 years
of steady outmigration, inevitable) ewnomic future elsewhere it was deemed necessary to
drop Gaelic. The belief that a knowledge of Gaelic (or even exposure to it in the home)
interferes with one's ability to speak English is still cornmon, as Mertz (1982) has carefùlly
documented:
Informants today recall the influence of this "bilinguai deficit" folk
theoq: "Parents thought teaching Gaelic would - 'twould sort of
confuse the two Ianguages in their min&" [M- 141. If the goal was
to learn perfect, unrnarked English with the accompanying cognitive benefits and increased possibiIities for assimikition, parents must
limit their children's exposure to Gaelic fiom the very beginning,
"because when you start out and use Gaelic . . . [learning English
is] realIy hard." [M-61(Mertz 1989:111)

This belief in the "bilingud deficit" has a familiar ring to it if one recalls the efforts of the

education authorities to spank Gaelic out of the children. This is what Mertz means by the
indirect effect of stigma on language shift; the Gaels did not stop speaking Gaelic because
they were punished by their teachers, but because the actions ofthose teachers (and others in
authority) influenced their own beliefs about their language. This is a rather cornmon situation in cases of language death. David Bradley found stigma to be a factor in the death of

Ugong in Thailand(1989:39), and Aleya Rouchdy noted a similar process among the Nubians

Young Nubians, more than the older ones, corne to identic with the
negative attitude of the dominant group, Arab Egyptians, in that
Nubian "is not a r d hguage" and "not an important language".
(Rouchdy 1989:101)

Today, most people of al1 ages in Cape Breton voice sentiments of good will toward
Gaelic, although Mertz (1982) has concluded that for many the old stigma aiil exists beneath
the positive veneer.

The Oral Tradition
Cape Breton Gaelic is an example of a culture which in many ways has changed very
little over a very long period of tirne. As Celtic scholar John Shaw has stated, "Cape Breton
is the most recent and far-flung outpost of the Scottish Gàidhealtachd (Gaelic-speaking
region), and it is a well-documented phenomenon that archaic s u ~ v a l of
s social and cultural
institutions are most likely to be found at the penphery of a given cultural area." (MacNeil
1987:xix) While the shift from Gaelic to English is near complete, certain cultural expres-

sions, especially music, are still vibrant in Cape Breton today.
While the fiddle has always been, and remains today the favorite instrument of Cape
Breton Gaels, piping was present from the days of the first settlements. This was not the
cornpetition-oriented bagpipe music of pipe bands, but rather an indigenous style passed
down orally as part of the folk culture of the Gaels. The fiddle became popular in the
Highlands of Scotland in the 18th century, and its popularity continued unabated in Nova
Scotia, even as it fell into disfavor in Scotland, thanks largely to the Presbyterian clergy who
opposed al1 foms of popular music and dance (Thomson 1983:74-5). In the post-WWII
era, the fiddling and piping traditions became moribund, due to the popular stigmatization of

al1 aspects of Gaelic culture. While the piping tradition has yet to recover fully (although
there are a handful of young Cape Breton pipen who play in the old style), Cape Breton
fiddling made a big comeback in the 1970's. Today fiddle music is ubiquitous throughout the
island, much of it coming frorn players under the age of 30.
The influence of Anglo-saxon cultural standards, Western European "art" music and
military music had a homogenizing influence on music in Scotland. These effects were for
the most part not felt in Cape Breton, where, although innovations such as the introduction

ofpianos did occur, infiuence and change on the music came from within the Gaelic comrnunity. As a result, some Scottish musicians are now looking to Cape Breton to recover their
onginai musical hentage. In the liner notes to his album D m t s a air an Drochaid (Stepping
on the Bridge), Scots piper Hamish Moore (1994) writes: "1 am gratefbl that Cape Breton
exists and has preserved and heid our music and dance culture in trust." Moore goes on to
daim that the continuation of step-dancing is largely responsible for the continuation of
traditional musical styles, because the dancing dictates the rhythm. Anyone who has tried
step-dancing to a Scots fiddler will easily recognize the difference.
But rhythm and tempo are only part of the difference. Gaelic music is intimately connected to the language. In an interview with Mike Kennedy in Am Bràighe, Scottish piper
Ailan MacDonald uses the example of the Song "Main's Wedding" to demonstrate how
language can also dictate rhythm. Using a dash (-) to indicate a longer stress and a "v" for
shorter stress, the English version of the Song goes:
Step we gaily on we go
- v -v -v -

heel for heel and toe for toe
- v - v - v -

Whereas in Gaelic it goes:
M b g bheag nighean Mhurchaidh an t-Saoir, 's aomm a dh'fhalbh i, 's aotrom a cih'fhdbh i
- v v v v v - v v V V V
v - v v
v v v v -

-

(Kennedy 1994:12)
Compared to the Gaelic version, the Engiish version is much more regular (somewould

say bland). For Gaelic music and songs, the intrinsic rhythm is just as important as the more
general rhythm of the tune itself.
The traditional method of learning fiddle or pipe tunes was through puirt-a-beul, or
mouth music. A fiddler or piper would typically leam to sing a tune (with Gaelic words)
before learning to play it. In Cape Breton today, the Gaelic-speaking fiddlers and pipers such
as Aiex Francis MacKay, Joe Peter MacLean and Alex Cume c m sing or "jig" vinually any
tune they play, and even non-Gaelic speaking musicians like Bill Lamey and Buddy MacMaster

grew up hearing others jig tunes. As John Shaw notes:
Bill b e y didn't speak Gaelic, but learned the correct t u e s by
vocal transmission from his mother. Words serve as a h d of map
to where you put the snap. The long notes correspond to the long
vowels in Gaelic. Words serve as an active mnemonic device for
rnernory (MacDonaId 1995 :22)

In this way it was possible for musicians without the language to still be strongly iniluenced by it. The younger musicians, however, seem to have "crossed the language line". as
John Shaw puts it. As storyteller Joe Neil MacNeil said:
There is a little difference even in the younger generation follo~lng
the style learned from the older generation. Over tirne, the old Gaeiic
flavor will be lost. (MacDonald 1995 :22)

The difference may not be important or even noticeable to non-Gaelic speakers, but

among Gaelic-speakers there is a consensus that the Gaelic element in fiddle and pipe music

is essential. The late Lauchie Dan N. MacLellan, a noted tradition-bearer fiom Inverness
County, once related the following:
'Ihere's more to it than we imagine. 1believe there is a great deal of
dif5erence in pipers today. 'Ine old pipen put the Gaelic into it. 1
once r e q u e d a tune from a young piper. He said "y=, 1 play
that." Well, he played a nice tune, but 1 never heard it before.
(MacDonald 1995 :22)

None of this is to say that Cape Breton Gaelic music is not open to innovation and
adaptation. Certainly the cleared Highland settlers did not bring any pianos with them on the
emigrant ships. But it is important to note that, just as the clarinet and accordion were
successfilly assimilated into Yiddish and Louisiana Cajun music styles, respectively, Cape
Breton G e l s made the piano speak Gaelic.
Before pianos were in~oducedto Cape Breton the accompaniment
to the music was the rhythm of the stepping feet. The Cape Breton
style of piano playing has developed directly from the rhythm of the
steps and has evolved into a sophisticated chordal and rhyhuc
accompaniment. (Moore 1994)

A field recording of Cape Breton Gaelic songs and music reieased in 1978 presents

tunes played on the fiddle, piano, mandolin and harmonica (Shaw 1978). None of these are
of themselves Gaelic instruments, but they can be said to produce Gaelic music when ma-

nipulated by musicians whose playing reflects their Gaelic sensibilities.
Gaelic singing flourished in Nova Scotia throughout the 19th century. Hundreds, if not
thousands of songs were carried across the Atlantic, and many songs still popular among
Cape Breton Gaels have been long fogotten in Scotland. A similar number of songs have

been composed in Nova Scotia. Indeed, the genius of local bards continued until the last few

decades, well afier the break in inter-generational socialization in Gaelic.

Similar to the Song tradition was the storytelling tradition. Storytelling was the lifeblood of an oral culture nich as Gaelic, and Nova Scotia produced rnany remarkable storytellen with each generation of Gaelic-speakers. One of the moa extraordinary was Eos

Bhig, Joe Neil MacNeil, of Middle Cape, Cape Breton, who passed away in Oaober 1996.
His repertoire included tales fiom the Fenian cycle, which date back two thousand years, and
was one of only a very small handfbl of storytellers in the present-day Gaelic world (includ-

ing Ireland and Scotland) who possessed such tales. Stories of this order, known properly as
sgeulachda~~,
were the highest form of storytelling, and one tale could take an entire evening,
or even several evenings, to complete. More common were the shoner tales and humorous
anecdotes known as midheachdrn (literally "news") .

The Gaelic Identity Transformed
"YOUworking in the pif?
"lwas. Israrred but Igotfired. "
"You look like p u could shovel. Why 'd they fin? -wu?"
"1wouldn t t a k English to the foreman.
"You an Eyetalian? "
"No. "
Sheldon Currie, The Glace BPy Miners Museum
"

"

It is perhaps the fate of marginalized cultures to be reinvented in the rninds of those in
the dominant society. Even the continued presence of the minority culture may fail to dissuade those in the majority from abandoning their closely held notions of the "other", regardless of how inaccurate they may be. A Native American anthropologist once reported
that:
A woman who was both an anthropologist and an art collecter told
me that pottery sas no longer produced at Laguna Pueblo. She
continuai to insist on this, even after I told her the names of the
women who produce it there. (Rose 1992:406)

It is also commonly observed that the minority group fiequently accepts (or is forced to
accept) the costume created for it by the majonty. Again, this can be such a powerful
persuasion that one's words can openly contradict one's actions, as in the following account

from Brittany:
A secondary school teacher at a parent-teacher meeting in a strong
Breton-speaking area was approached by a parent \ h o questioned
the idea of teaching hs children Breton. After dl, he said, speaking
in good native Breton, "Breton is not a living language."(O Ciosain
19915)

After 1746, when the Highlanders no longer posed a threat, Lowlanders, and to an

extent the English as well, embarked on a era of fascination, romanticization and glorification of the Gael. This entailed a complete reinvention of the Lowlanders' self-perception
vis-à-vis the Highlands and England. Jacobism may have died on the battlefield, but it trans-

formed the mindset of the Lowlands which now viewed the English as the enemy (as they

had b e n , in a real sense, for centuries prior to the union of crowns in 1603). The Highlanders became their noble, proud, and fierce brethren, keepers of the essence of the "Scottish

Race" (Donaldson 1988). Where prior to 1750 the vast majority of Jacobite verse had been
composed in Gaelic, by 1800 there was a flood of Jacobite poetry in English and Scots which
praised the Highlanders for their qudities. The late rebellion was no longer a struggle between Jacobite and Hanoverian, Whig and Tory, or Celt and Saxon;it was instead an attempt
by the Scots to regain their liberty from England.
It should be noted at this point that fascination with and the romanticizing of the vmquished is not unique to 18th century Scotland. North America is fertile ground for this son

of behavior. William Tecumseh Sherman, a famous Union general in the U.S. Civil War, was
born in Ohio just ten years d e r Tecumseh, the Shawnee resistance leader, was killed by

Ohio settiers. And according to Native Amencan artist Jimmie Durham:
There is in the United States - and to a lesser extent in Chile and
Argentîna - a curious phenornenon that is seldom given intellectua1 consideration: whites claiming to be "part Indian", and even
more, whites who daim to be Indian. Surely there is not another
part of the world wherein members of a racist oppressor society
claim to be members of the oppressed group. (These Euroamericans
do not, of course, daim any of the disadvantages of being an Indian.) (Durham I992:424)
And in a recent article in the Yiddish newspaper Forver~s(Forward), we find that:
. . . the most important change is the fact that the silent majonhv[of
Poles] shows a great interest in Jews, in Jewish customs. in Jewish
culture and literature in general and the Jewish past in Poland in
particular. Translate. books on Jewish subjects are snatched up
like hotcakes. . . . 100-000copies of Sholem Aleichem's Funem
Yarid were published (in Polish) and were entirely sold out. M e n
the publishers obtain a translation on a Jenish subject it is irnmediately published. (Markus1995:19, my translation)

This is taking place in a country, Poland, where there are today ody 5,000 to 7,000
Jews, compared with a pre-Holocaust population of 3,3OO,OOO.

in Lowland Scotland, and to a lesser extent in England, al1 visible aspects of Highland
culture were appropriated and altered to conform to anglicized tastes. This was quite literally the case with the kilt, originally linle more than an oversized blanket wrapped around the
waist and draped over the shoulders. Hugh Trevor-Roper has claimed that the kilt in its
current form was invented by an English industrialist not long before 1745 (Hobsbawm &
Ranger 1983). Although much of his essay is contentious, Trevor-Roper gives ample evidence that, at least, the kilt in its modem form was not indigenous to the Highlands. He also
documents the evolution of the idea that each clan had its own particular "sett", or pattern,
of tartan, an entrepreneurid venture started by two brothers who claimed to be descended

fiom Bonnie Prince Charlie. McCrone gives a good summation of tartan when he writes, "A
form of dress and design which had some red but haphazard significance in the Highlands of
Scotland was taken over by a lowland population anxious to claim some distinctive aspect of
culture at a time - the late nineteenth century - when its economic, social and cultural
identity was ebbing away." (McCrone 1992:184)
In addition to kilts and tartans, bagpipes became enormously popular in the Lowlands,
but only after the "proper" style and technique of playing were stnctly codified. Gaelic

fiddle tunes were tarned, slowed dom, and made to conform to a stncter and more regular
tempo. What could not be altered was invented outnght, ftom James MacPherson's Ossian
to Highland dance. It was in this fashion that invented traditions such as kilts, tartans, and

pipe bands came to belong to QI/ Scots. Lowlanders were even encouraged to think of
themselves as Celts, a view which is still wmmon. Of course, as in the example cited by
Jimmie Durham above, these newfangled Celts did not daim any of the disadvantages of
being Celtic.
Even Gaelic Ianguage-based traditions were appropnated. Around the tum of the cent u 5 Gaelic songs became popular with Anglo-saxon liaeners who could not understand the

Iyrics. But in order to suit the tastes of such an audience, the tradition had to be tidied up a
bit. In the first decade of the 20th century, Marjory Kennedy-Fraser made her claim to
Gaelic fame with her collection Songs of lhe Hebrides. Kennedy-Fraser's a h was, in her
own words, "to blend traditional melody with appropnate hannonic setting." (Thomson
1983:142)

Her sanitized versions of Gaelic songs were accompanied by singable transla-

tions, which became even more popular. "Mairi's Wedding" and "Enskay Love Lilt" are but
two examples. Noted poet and Gaelic scholar Sorley MacLean wrote of such appropriation:
Of course, with the kind of people who cal1 Mrs.Kennedy-Fraser's
travesties of Gaelic songs "faithfui reproductions ofthe spirit of the

original", 1 have no dispute. They are hannless as long as ignorance and crassness are considered fàilings in criticism of poetxy.
They have had their h o u in the drawing-rooms of Edinburgh and
London: îhey have soothed the ears of old ladies of the AngIo-Saxon
bourgeoisie: they have spoken afier dmner, hiding with a halo the
bracken that grew nlth the Clearances. (MacLean 1985:20)

Kennedy-Fraser's collection coincided roughly with the establishment of the National
Mod, a series of cornpetitions in Gaelic singing, with a panel of adjudicators. It began in the
1890's and immediately began to impose standards on Gaelic Song which were neither native
nor natural to the form. Much as English grammarians in the 18th century tned to impose
the grammatical standards of Latin (considered a more "perfect" language) onto English, the

Mod officials of the late 19th and early 2ûth centuries irnposed Western European art music
forms and arrangements onto a vernacular Gaelic style. The merits of the newly emerged
"Mod style" singing are still debated, but it was so successful that
. . . d e n Kitty M a c m a fraditional singer fiorn Lewis sang on
stage in Glasgow around the time of the last war, singing in the
traditional way d e r than the M d way, an acrïmonious letter appeared in the press fiom a prominent Gael cornplainhg about her
dreadfÛI style ofsinging. So, . . . the Mod could convince people in
5 0 years thai this %as not their tradition. (Kennedy 1994a:13)

The result of the CO-optingof Gaelic cultural expressions was to lump al1 cultural expressions, reai or imagined, Highland and Lowland, together under the heading "Scottish".

By the end of the 19th century, this process was so complete that an Arnencan tounst in
Cape Breton could comment thus:
m
s was nothing short of refieshing, to find a Scotchman who had
never heard of Robert Burns! It *as worth the whole joumey to
take this honest man by the hand. How fâr would 1 not trave1 to taik
~ l t an
h American who had never heard of George Washmgton!

(Warner 1874: 108)
The fact that the Cape Bretoner had a cultural and literary inhentance completely divorced

fiom Robert Burns could not have occurred to the writer.
Two types of false images of the Gael have now been brought up to date. The first is a

set of material images which can be summed up in the term "tananism": kilts, tartans, bagpipes (in the form of pipe bands) and Highland dancing. To this we could add some related
images, such as the notion ofclanship, whereby a person with the nght sumame anywhere in
the family tree can, for a srnall fee, "officially" become a mernber of a Highland Clan. The
second is the more general notion that Highlanders and Lowlanders are rather the same, and
a11 Scots are Celts, and therefore equally entitled to the above-mentioned material culture.

But even though the Highlanders and Lowlanders were now thought of as one, there niIl
persisted a number of qualities (or deficiencies) which were attributed solely to the Highlanders. These were the old Lowland attitudes of the Gael as both barbarian and buffoon;
the Kighianders as Britain's own "noble savages".
With regard to tartanism in Nova Scotia, it is apparent Rom several 19th century travel
writers that tartanism was not in evidence in the Gaelic-speaking areas of the province.
(McKay 1992:10) This seems to have displeased at least one of them:
1 have a reasonable amount of respect for a Highlandrnan in hl1
costume; but for a sandy-haired, fiecldeci, high-cheeked animal, in
a round hat and breeches, that m o t utter a word of EngIish, I
have no sympathy. (Cozzens 1877: cited in Mertz 198257)

Angus L. Macdonald, in his capacity as Premier ofNova Scotia, was instrumental in the
imposition of the tartaned image of Nova Scotian Gaels on the entire province. While stemrning at least in part from his fervent pride in his heritage (or rather the romantic hentage of
his imagination), the emerging tourism industry was also a factor. Macdonald effectively

manied these two causes - tartanism and tourisrn - to the point where such non-Gaelic
comrnunities as Amherst, Yarmouth and Peggy's Cove are full of bagpipers and tartan souvenirs dunng the tounst season.
The infiuence of the tounst industry on Gaelic cultural expression in Nova Scotia is a
somewhat complex matter. The primary traditional setting for such expression is in the
home, a cèilidh (house visit) in which al1 the neighbors tum up for an evening of singing,
storytelling, music and probably a square set in the kitchen. Despite the adoption of the
word cèilidh into English to mean a staged concert, the cèilidh in its original sense is still a

part of Gaelic life in Cape Breton, and as such is beyond the reaches of the tounst industry.
As Gaelic cultural life was and is community-based and informai, the "authenticity" of a

staged concert is something of a moot point. One can argue about whether the entertainment being provided would be authentic at a house visit, much as many people in Cape
Breton argue about the liberties taken with the Gaelic tradition on recordings by artists such
as Ashiey MacIsaac and the Rankin Family, and there is a validity to such a debate. But as
we are concerned here with the Gaelic tradition, of which concerts and cds are not a part, the
question of the influence of tourism (and by extension, stereotypes) on the various summer
concens is beyond the scope of this study, except to say that the influence is great and the
resulting content is, as Norman Macdonald notes, markedly diferent fiom that of events
organized by local communities for esoteric purposes (Macdonald 1988:132- 146)
There is one example of Gaelic cultural expression which has corne, to varyng degrees,
under the influence of tourism: the milling frolic. In the days when people weaved their own
cloth, the freshly-woven cloth had to be beaten in order to shnnk it. This tedious work was
transformed into a popular social occasion where the community would gather to sing orain

luadhaidh,milling songs, and beat the cloth to the rhythm of the songs. The milling frolic is
still popular today even though no one weaves their own cloth anymore (for modem milling
frolics, an old blanket which has been pounded dozens of times is used). Usually a milling
frolic is locally organized and, though visitors are always welcomed, it is primarily an esotenc event. There are a growing number of milling fiolics, however, which either rely on

out-group participation or are solely intended for non-Gaels. In the former case, the milling

is usually held as part of a larger event or is confineci to one end of the room. In this case its
intention is as a piece of exotic interest for tounsts. The latter type of milling fiolic, wholly
exoteric in nature, can be for tourist consumption but is often also for the benefit of Gaelic
learners, as an opportunity for them to witness an artificial reconstruction of an authentic
activity, leam Gaelic songs,and meet native speakers fiom the local cornmunity. Macdonald
(1988) has detailed examples of the esotenc and tounst-consumption models, though educa-

tionai rnilling fiolics have been given little attention.
As mentioned earlier, the phenornenon of tartanism and tourkm in Nova Scotia has

been widely comrnented on, but little attention has been paid to the impact of tartanism on
the Nova Scotia Gaels themselves. One could get the impression at any of the "Scottish
concerts" held in Cape Breton during the summer that, given the fùsion on stage of Gaelic
songs, fiddle music and step-dancing (authentic Gaelic traditions) with kilted pipe bands and
Highlands dancers, the material images of tartanism have been incorporated by the Gaels
into their tradition. There is little evidence, however, that tartanism has been taken very
seriously by those within the Gaelic-speaking comrnunity itself Where the language is still
spoken, the emphasis in cultural expression still takes the form of Gaelic songs and stories,
fiddle music (and occasionally vernacular pipe music) and step dancing. Individuals may
Wear skirts or ties made of tartan on fornial occasions, perhaps even a kilt, but there is

nothing which manifests itself within the culture to suggest that present-day Nova Scotian
Gaels view these articles with any more reverence than they might a nice suit or dress.
Macdonald (1988) came to a similar conclusion in his study of ten nominally "Scottish"

events taking place in Cape Breton during the summer of 1987. The most esoteric of these
events -a milling frolic and two church services -showed minimal signs of outside influence, while the more exotenc events (which attracted largely non-Gaelic-speaking audiences) displayed much higher degrees of tartanism, with little authentic culturd content.

In other words tartan is not essential to one's Gaelic identity. On the wntrary, Nova
Scotia Gaelic speakers cfen find manifestations of tartanism amusing. A recent article in

Am Brùighe relates the reaction of an Inverness County Gaei on meeting his "clan chief':
"And so R o d d says to me, T m going to introduce you to the
chief' And 1said, 'Tha mise 'dola bmidhim ris annsa ' GhàidhIig. '
(I'm going to speak to him in Gaelic.) . . . . So Ronaid said, 'This

is Sandy Cameron fiom Nova Scotia, frorn a place cailed Mabou.'
1 said, 'Ciamar a t h szbh? ' (How are you?)" Sandy imitates the
chief s blank stare. . . . "1 met him before. He was in Baddeck, so
\ve went down. 1 wasn't impressed. He had the kilts on and the
bony legs on him!" (Am Brùighe, Vol II, no. 2: 12)
1 can corroborate this example with an exarnple of my own. In August of 1994 1 was

attending a function at the Gaelic College and speaking with an elderly Gaelic-speaking
woman with whom 1 am farniliar. A young man, not of the local area, walked by wearing a

kilt. My hend looked impressed and said, "Look at that one, with the skirts!" This same
woman owns several household items -blankets, pillows, etc. -made of her "clan tartan".
However when she showed them to me, she praised them for the beauty of the colors and not
for their alleged hereditary significance. Margaret Bennett found a similar Mew of tartanism

from the perspective of the Scottish Gaels of Newfoundland:

. . . the r d identity lay in sometbg much deeper. Certainly they
admired the tartan! The Reisimeid Dhubh (Black Wardi) look ma.nificent in it, and the Scots Guards too! And the pipe bands... how
they would love to see one in the Valley! But the idea of those
splendid colours as the main identity was something to question. . .
. The real identity was in the fâbric of the people thernselves: their
language, their Iore, their IifestyIe, al1 woven into the very essence
of their individuali~(Bennett 1 989:192)

Two contemporary writers, Alistair MacLeod and D.R MacDonald, have addressed
the confiict between the Cape Breton Gaelic community and its tartaned penphery in their
short stories. In the works of both writers, tartanism appears as a foi1 for the centrai Gaelicspeaking protagonists. In MacDonald's story "The Wharf King", three restless local boys
are asked if they plan to go to the Gaelic Mod at the Gaelic College. Their response reflects
both the ambivalence and the remoteness of such an institution to their Iives:
"You men going to the Md?"
"Jesus, half the pipers are Yanks!" K e ~ said.
y
"Oh, we'll go over one night or other," Rob said. "Might find
a couple of girls among the tourists and throw a Iittle Gaelic at
them. Some go for that."
"It's dam little 1'11 be throwing at them," Kemy said.
"And then what anyway? We ask them to hitchhike somewhere
with us?" John Allan said. (MacDonald 1988: 120)

MacLeod's Gaelic characters are similady multidimensional, and are given their full
expression in contexts which ernphasize the rural experience, work (fishing, farming, coal
mining), closeness of family and connection to ancestors who are known by name. The
importance of traditional Gaelic cultural expressions are often brought to bear on his stories,
and in one, "The Turing of Perfection", we have in the character of Archibald the last Gaelic-

speaker in his family, and therefore the only one unwilling to cut short a narrative Song for a
television performance. The words mean too much; the Song tells a story which has relevance to the singer, if to nobody else, and Archibald is compelled in the end to dash his

farnily's hopes for their 15 minutes of fame (and a free trip to Halifax) to preserve his own
integrity as well as the song's. In another story, "The Closing Dom of Summer", MacLeod
relates the thoughts of an aging miner who discovers that he and his fellow rniners have
unconsciously begun to speak Gaelic to each other, and to sing the Gaelic songs of their
childhood in place of the popular songs on the radio. The narrator compares this revival to
the more institutional one:
There is a "Celtic Revival" in the area now, fostered largely by
goverment grants, and the younger children are taught individual
Gaelic words in the classroorns for a few brief periods during each
month. It is a revival that is very Merent fiom Our own and it
seems, like so much else, to have little relevance for us and to have
largely passed us by. Once, it is m e , we went up to sing our Gaelic
songs at the various Celtic concerts which have becorne so much a
part of the summer culture . . . but that too seemed as Ionely and
irrelevant as it was meaningless. It was as if we were parodies of
ourselves, standing in rows, wearing our rniners' gear, or king asked
to shave and wear suits, being plied with nun while ~vaitingfor Our
turn on the program, only then to mouth our songs to batteries of
tape recorders and to people who did not understand them. It \vas
as if it were everything that Song should not be, contrived and artificial and non-spontaneousand lacm in communication. (MacLeod
1988:217)

Tartanism seerns to play an imponant role in Nova Scotia not among Gaelic speakers,
but among those English monolinguals with Highland ancestry. For them, the trappings of

tartanism enable them to feel that they have not been cut off fiom their hentage. For A.W.R.
MacKenzie, there was the notion of "clanship". For Angus L. Macdonald, an irnperfect

Gaelic speaker who was raised in an English speaking household (McKay 1992:20),tartanism was a means to enhance his tenuous ties to Gaelic culture. Thus he could invoke Robert
Burns as "the greatest of Scotsmen" (Macdonald 1960:193), perhaps to atone for the sin of
the f m e r encountered by Wamer. Increasingly, however, tartanism seems to have devel-

oped a "heritage" of its own, rather than trying to attach itself to Gaelic culture. In an
interview, one Gaelic instrwtor commented:

By and large, people who are attracted to wearing tartan, or see thaî
as an identity are not looking at is as Gaelic, they're looking at is as
Sconish. And "Scottish" takes in that wide spectnim . . . . Now
when people try to say, This [tartanim]is Gaelic, and i f you want
to be Gaelic, ifyou want to express your Gaelic-ness, then you need
this," thaî's where it encroaches on Gaelic. I think that's been refùted. (GI-2)

History of the Gaelic Revival
Settling In: 18004880

The first eighty years of Highland Iife in Nova Scotia were ones of expansion and
relative prosperity, and the same can be said of Gaelic culture dunng this time. Just as the
G e l s made the transformation from desperate exiles to established locals, so too their culture adapted and prospered in a new land. It was therefore not a period of time in which
there was any manifestation of language revival efforts, as the language was strengthened

and naturaiized over the first three quarters of the 19th Century. It may be usehl though to

examine sorne factors which indicate just how precarious this apparent strength was.
First is the faa that the Highlanders did not corne to Nova Scotia From a position of
cultural health in Scotland. Due to centuries of neglect and persecution, the Gaelic language
was stigmatized, its speakers impovenshed both physically and emotionally. Years of living
as a linguistic rninority in their own country were not erased upon their arrivai in a new
country which, afler dl, was dominated by the same culture which had been hovering over
them al1 dong.

Second, the period of adjustment was often a difficult one for the first settlers, who
were unused to the harsh winters and t hick forests of Nova Scotia. Although most High-

landers settled together in groups, many found themselves deprived of Gaelic-speaking neighbon (many of these later moved on to established Gaelic-speaking settlements). In al1 cases,
however, there was danger in the early years of starvation, disease, and cold, and the overall
situation must have been one of anxiety.

Finally, as mentioned above, there was always a wnsciousness of the fact of AngloSaxon cultural hegemony in the province, jua as there had been in Scotland. As soon as the
Gaels stepped outside their communities, they were usually in contact with English-speakers, and inevitably the power relationship was in favor of the English-speaker (there was also
considerable contact with Acadian French and Mi'kmaq speakers, but in these cases they
would have been on more or less equal terms).
Gaelic culture is firmly rooted in the oral tradition, and this was especially tme of the
Nova Scotian Gaels in the penod before 1880. It is therefore difficult to compile a hard
record ofthe Gaels' responses to these factors mitigating against thern. For the most part we
must look to the oral tradition itself The bards (song-composers) among the earliest Highland settlers were numerous, and among thern there was no shortage of opinion on their new

surroundings, both positive and negative. Perhaps the best known of the latter is "A' Choille
Chniamach" (the Gloomy Forest), composed by John MacLean (1 787- 1848), who came to
Barney's River in Pictou County fiom the isle of Tiree in 1819. In the Song he laments that:
Tha mulad diomhair an dei& mo Iionadh
Bho'n is eiginn striochdadh an seo ri m' bheb
Air bheag thoiI-imtinn 3 a choille chruinn seo
Gun duine foighneachd an seim mi ce61
A secret sadness has filled me
Since 1 must surrender to this place forever
With Iittle contentment in this dense forest
Where no one asks me to sing a Song

(Cormack 1989)

It is perhaps telling that in the same Song, which is regarded as a classic, the Bard
MacLean cornplains that "my Gaelic is nothing compared to what it was, when 1 was in
yonder country [i-e. Scotland]." The popularity of the Song in Nova Scotia and Scotland,

and the praise heaped upon it, indicate the modesty of this natement. It is cornmon for

Gaelic songs to contain apologies for the quality of the composer's Gaelic within its verses,
but in this case there probably was a real fear on MacLean's part that his fluency would
deteriorate in the absence of Gaelic-speaking neighbon. MacLean later moved to a Gaelic
settlement in Antigonish County, and by ail accounts was much better disposeci toward the
New World &er that.

While it is difficult to gauge the attitudes of the Gaels toward their English-speaking
neighbors (or the extent to which they concemed themselves with those outside their cornmunities), there is Mme evidence that English values could be worthy of praise, as evidenced
in a Song composed by Allan "the Ridge" MacDonald, "Oran do Aonghas Domhnallach
(Song to Angus MacDonald):
Larnh as grinne thaimeas sgriob thu le ite phmn,

Gum bu ghrinn do mhebirean
Sgoilear Beurla cho math 'sa leu*
' S tu beusach bbidheach

le banachd cède,

Neatest hand in drawing a line,
Your fingers are nimble with the qui11 pen
A scholar of English as good as any to read;
You are clever, virtuous and handsome
(printed in Rankin, undated)

It should be noted however that poets such as Allan the Ridge and the Bard MacLean
came from a more affluent background in Scotland than did the majority of Gaelic immigrants to Nova Scotia. Aithough their material situation in Nova Scotia was Iittle better than
that of any oftheir neighbors, they did not necessarily have the same values as the majority of
settlers who had been worse off in Scotland.

mer the initial period of adjustment and until the beginning of industrialization and
outmigration, Gaelic culture flourished in Nova Scotia. This is evident not only in the large
body of locally-composed songs fiom this period (roughly 1840- 1880), but fiom the overall
content of the songs, in which the word "Gaelic" rarely appears. Where it is mentioned, it is
from a position of relative security, even when acknowledging the physical limits of the
Gaelic-speaking cornmunities:
Chan'eil àit' an diugh fo'n ghréin
' S am b'fhearr leam-fiéin bhi t;rmhachd

Na Bràigh' na h-Aibhne measg nan sonn
O'm faighte f i i na
~ Gàidhlig
There is no place today, under the sun, where 1 would prefer to live
than in the Braes of the [Margaree] River amongst the heroes who
were wont to sing Gaelic songs.
(printed in Creighton & MacLeod 197954-5)

Songs praising the Gaelic-speaking cornmunities of Nova Scotia would be composed
into the early 20th century, but by then they were using the pan tense.

The period fiom 1800-1880 was then perhaps the only true revival of Gaelic nhich
took place on Nova Scotian soil. A society and culture which was undergoing tremendous
upheavd at home had in the Maritimes a renaissance, forming not only a solidly Gaelicspeaking continuum across much of eastem Nova Scotia, but also bearing new generations

of great bards and musicians, singers and storytellers who had never seen the old country.
Decline: 1880-1940
In 1841, the Nova Scotia Assembly passed a bill allowing for the use ofEnglish, French,
Gaelic and German as a medium of instruction in schools throughout the province, but this
provision was dropped in 1864 (Mertz 1989:110). The Gaels were hardly in a position to

take advantage of this limited opportunity, partly due to the lack of Gaelic teaching maten-

als. In 1879, during a debate in the House of Assembly on whether to provide bonuses for
French-speaking teachers, some members felt that the same stipends should be provided for
Gaelic-speaking teachers. One member fiom Victoria County gave a long speech in Gaelic,
prompting a rebuttal in French from the sponsor ofthe bill. "Finally, to add a tone of humor,
another member, ' d e r explaining that he was not acquainted with the Geman language,
said he had leamed, as a lad, to talk in broken Dutch, and that . . . , he would give the house

a sarnple."' (cited in Mertz 1982:70). This is the first evidence of any public effort on behalf
of Gaelic in Nova Scotia. It is important to consider, however, that the debate focussed on
the need for native-language teachers in order to better teach children English. Thus, what

appears on the surface to be a rallying cry for linguistic rninority rights, is in fact a cal1 for
more effective linguistic homogenization. This is a pattern which was oft repeated in future

y ears.
1880 was roughly the beginning of rural depopulation in the Gaelic-speaking areas of

Nova Scotia, and thus the beginning of the decline of the language itself Looking again to

the oral tradition, we see that locally composed songs begin to reflect the social dynamics of
the times. Around 1880, the Bard MacDearmid ofNorth Shore, Victoria County composed
a Song called "An Te a Chai11 a Gaidhlig" (the woman who lost her Gaelic), a sharp commentary on the young Gaels who retumed home afier working in places like Boston. In the Song.
the narrator tells of meeting his former sweetheart who has just retumed from the city. Upon
greeting her in Gaelic, she replies in English: "you're a Scotchman 1 reckon; 1 don? know

your Gaelic, perhaps you're fiom Cape Breton, and 1 guess you're a fanner - you're too
saucy for better - so 1 will not shake hands, and 1 would rather at present be going oE"
(pnnted in Creighton & MacLeod 1979:26-30) The phenornenon of young people coming
back from the cities, feigning ignorance of Gaelic and regarding it with disdain, was apparently quite cornmon. Many songs composed in this time remark on this, such as Garret
MacDonaid's "Oran do'n Mhod" (Song to the Mod), in which he larnbastes those "whose
English can't put out the dog, yet won? speak a word of Gaelic." (pnnted in Fergusson
1977:126-7) Other songs simply comment on the depopulation itself, some exhorting the

young to corne back fiom the cities and the mines to the f m :
Nam biodh doigh agarn dheanainn dichll
Rachaim dhachaidh as na meinnean
Gu na càirdean o'n bha iad dileas
'S chan £hagainntuilleaâh ged gheibhinn dileab
If 1 had the means of doing it, 1 would be diligent
1 would retum home £Yomthe mines
To my fnends since they were faithful
And i would not l a v e again though 1 would receive a legacy
("Oran na Bochdaim", p ~ t e in
d Creighton 8: MacLeod
1979:236-8)

The early 20th century also saw the composition of many "reminiscence" songs, which

praise people and places in the past tense (as opposed to earlier compositions like Malcolm
Gillis' "Am Bràighe" quoted above), longing for the cohesive communities which were rent
as a result of industrialization and outmigration:
'N uair a thigeadh oirnn an geamhradb cha bu @ a ~an spors lei^
Bhiodh na luaidh ann 's bhiodh na bainnsean, 's bu chridheil ann an
oigridh
Bhiodh na h-ighneagan gu baindidh, togail fonn nan oran
Ach dh'fieurnadh cuis a thighinn gu ceann, -s cha rnhaireadh h
dhomh 'n cbmhnuicih

When winter would descend upon us, we would not be lackmg in

flrn
There would be milhg fiolics and weddings, and the young people
would be gay
The modest young girls would sing the rnelodies of the songs
But such things had to end, and timc did not always last out for me
("Oran mo Sheann Dachaidh" by Big N o m Matheson, Breton
Cove; printed in Creighton & MacLeod I979:23842)

The first half of the 20th century also saw the emergence of Gaelic "rallying songs",

songs which praise the Gaeis and specificaily the Gaelic language. Songs with titles like

"Oran do1nGhàidhlig" (Song to Gaelic) and "Oran do Mhod Gaidhealach Cheap Breatuim"
(Song to the Cape Breton Gaelic Mod) combined praise for the language with scom for
those who apparently disdaineci it. Consider the chorus and first verse of"Moladh na Giidhlig"
(In Fraise ofGaelic), cornposed by Calumrn Iain a' MhuiUeir (Maicolm MacNeil) of Ironville,

Cape Breton County:
O gur toi1 leam, e gur toi1 leam, O gur toi1 learn-min a' Ghiidhlig
'S mor an toileachadh do m'inntim a bhi cluimtim caint mo
&thair

'N GAidhed nach deanadh dmhradh mar bu choir dha anns a'
Ghàidhlig
Cul mo laimhe ris an cbmhnuidh; chan iarrainn 'n a chomhdhail gu
bràth e

O 1 Iove it, e 1 love it, O 1 love the Gaelic
Great is the pleasure to my thoughts to hear the speech of my mother
The Gael who won3 converse in Gaelic as he should
The back of my hand to him always; 1 would never w n t his cornPan'.
(printed in M a c b i d 1W O : j 8-5 9' my translation)

The need to compose songs in praise of Gaelic, and the fiequent mentioning of those
who "won't converse in Gaelic as he should" indicates the increasing stigmatization of the

language, panicularly among young people. Many of these songs were composed by people

who were elderiy at the time, and therefore unlikely to leave, temporarily or permanently, for

other employment. h any case it is apparent that many young Gaels did not heed the bards'
advice. The outmigration trends continued, and those who returned introduced English into
their cornrnunities, in particular to their children (Dembling 1991). Yet even at this point, the
efforts of the bards camot be viewed as attempts at a "revival" of Gaeiic, as the language
was still spoken by d l , including the children of the "retumees". However, it is clear that the

bards saw the danger of the events of the late 19th and early 20th centuries- Beginning in the
19207s,and continuhg through the 193OYs,the children of the "retumees" began to have
children, and in almost al1 cases spoke ody English to them. By the outbreak of World War
II, socialization of children in Gaelic had effectively ceased (Mertz 1982).
Although the shifi from Gaelic to English was swift and sudden, it was at the same time
subtle in its own way. The generation which came of age in the years between 1880 and
1910 was the first to leave home in large numbers, and those who came back bore the scars
of the negative stigmatization of their language and culture. Not quite cornfortable with
Gaelic (due to the stigma) or English (for most still a second language), they generally spoke
both languages to their children (Dembling 1991). The children thus grew up naturally
bilingual and equally comfonable in both languages. The expenences of school and work
would have enforced the use of English between them, with Gaelic largely reserved for
speaking with older people. When this generation?the last Gaelic-speakers alive today, had
children, they quite naturally spoke only English to them (it would have been rather odd for
parents to speak to their children in a language which thcy ddid not speak to each other).

Perhaps because of this subtlety, or its touchiness, there is little record in the oral tradition or
otherwise of protestation at this tum of events. Whether Allan the Ridge's respect for English leaming was anomdous in the early 19th century, it was the nom in the eariy 20th and

few would have advocated the withholding of English fkom a child. Aside fiom a general
lamentation fiom some quarters (bards, some clergy, etc.) over the overall decline of Gaelic
in the air, there was no specific protest or concerted action. Mertz (1982) attributes this to
a particular set of folk-beliefs, still widely held, which hold that knowledge of Gaelic inter-

feres with one's ability to learn English properly. And since not even the most conservative
bard was advocating ignorance of English, the Gaelic railying songs could not cornpete with
such beliefs.
in 1892, Jonathan G.MacKinnon of Whycocomagh staned a Gaelic weekly newspa-

per, Mac-TaUa (Echo). It ran for twelve years, making it the longest-running Gaelic newspaper anywhere in the world, including Scotland. Mac-Talu drew subscribers from Baddeck
to Bangkok, but folded in 1904 due to nsing production costs and falling subscriptions. In
the later years of the paper, MacKinnon fiequently berated his readers for failing to support
hin, thereby implicating them for the decline of Gaelic generaily:
Air son Mac-Talla a chur a mach uair 's an da sheachdain cha
b'fhuilear air a chuid bu lugha da mhile fez-gabhaii a bhith aige.
Dh'hodadh sin a bhth aige ged nach biodh ann de luchd-leughaidh
Gailig ach na th' air eilein Cheap Breatuinn; ach nuair nach faiaear
an aireamh sin air fad us leud an t-saoghail, chan urraimear tighinn
gu codhunadh sam bith eile ach nach eil paipeir Gailig a dhith air
na Gaidheil, gu bheil iad riaraichte le bhith cornhamichte rnar an
aon chinneach Criosdail a th' air thalamh nach msd ri paipeir a
chumail suas 'n an caimt fein.

In order to bring out Mac-Talla once every two weeks, it would
tequire not les than two thousand subscribers. The paper could
easily have thai, even if there were no other Gaelic readers except
those in Cape Breton; but when this nurnber cannot be found throughout the length and breadth ofthe worId, we can reach no other conclusion than that the Gaeis do not want a Gaelic paper and that they
are content to be classed as the only Christian race in the world who
will not pay to keep up a paper in their own ianguage. (cited in

D m

1953236)

MacKinnon was better educated than most Gaels, having graduated from Sydney Academy. To this end, Mertz notes that most of those active in the Gaelic Revival were either
"outsiders" or Gaels with a higher degree of education and participation in the Englishspeaking world (Mertz 1982:219-20). This raises the issue of class, which is rarely discussed in the Nova Scotia Gaelic context. It is usudly presumed that the rural Gaelic cornmunities were devoid of class differences. With regard to the 19th century, this is merely an
oversimpiification; some Gaels were better off than othen, but the best off'were still poor.
By the beginning of the 20th century however, a Gaelic rniddie class emerged, cornposed of
people like MacKinnon as well as a decreasingly parochial clergy. These were people who
had established themselves in the English-speaking world and could therefore aEord to promote their Gaelic side. But young Gaels who hadn't made it on the outside could not find
secunty in their Gaelic identities, for it seemed to thern that the two cultures could not be
simultaneously proclaimed, and putting potatoes in the pot was the first pnority.
The penod fiom 1880 to 1940 saw the effects of rural outmigration and increasing
stigmatization of the Gaelic language, ending with a rapid and complete shift fiom Gaelic to
English as the language of socialization of children. Efforts to combat these trends were
minimal and ineffectual, and were largely maintained by outsiders or semi-outsiders such as

J.G.MacKinnon. The local bards maintained a conservative stance on behalf of Gaelic, and
this may have contnbuted to the reasons why the generation of "retumees" socialized their
children in both languages (as opposed to English only). But even if this were the case, the
effect was only to prolong the shifi for one more generation.
1940-1990: Praising Gaelic (in English)

In 1939, Angus Waiam Rugg MacKenzie, a Presbyterian minister from Scotland,
founded the Gaelic College in St. ANI'S, Victoria County. Though he grew up on the Isle of
Skye, MacKenzie spoke no Gaelic, and could not have been very familiar with the Gaeiic

communities of eastern Nova Scotia, having only amived in Cape Breton four years earlier,
where he served as a minister in Baddeck, near to several Gaelic-speaking communities but
itself (by this time) thoroughly anglicized. In founding the Gaelic College, MacKenzie hoped
to preserve the language which was still widely spoken in Cape Breton at the time, particulady in the communities neighbonng the College. However, MacKenzie's goals were broader
than just reviving the language. He had, as did many of his contemporaries, an idea of a
totality of Gaelic culture which was quite divergent from reality. A Scot who identified
himself as a Gael, MacKenzie grasped ont0 two hundred years of Lowland and English

concoctions of Gaelic-ness in a wistfbl attempt to "become" a Highlander. Ian McKay
(1992) refers to this process as "tananism." Tartanism was, and is, a means by which those

who wish to be Gaels can become so simply by adoming themselves in al1 the trappings of
artificial Gaeldom: kilts, tartan, and so on. It is not surprishg to discoverthen, that MacKenzie,
a crusader for Gaelic who was not a Gael, should subscnbe wholeheartedly to tananist

notions of Gaeldom. Thus MacKenzie was not just interested in promoting Gaelic, but in
"reviving" al1 sorts of cultural manifestation which were completely foreign to Cape Breton
Gaeldorn. At one point he chided the Gael for:
allowing his rich heritage ofGaelic to dedîne; bagpipe music could
be heard in a fav isolated glens; Highland dancing had died out
completely; Clan sentiment and Clanship lore were king forgotten;
the whole lsland could boast of only a single Pipe Band outside
military circIes. (cited in Foster l988:85)

More than a few Gaels must have done a double-take when the Gaelic Coilege foundation introduced their slogan in 1944: "A loom in operation in every rural home and more
sheep on these Cape Breton hills." (Canadian-Amencan Gael, vol. 2:2) A more apt example
of the callous manipulation of discourse embedded in tartanism would be difficult to find; the
same sheep which forced their forbearers fiom their homes have now followed them across
the ocean to take their place alongside the Gaelic laquage as part of the Gaelic "essence".
MacKenzie and the Gaelic College printed two editions of a publication called The
Canadan-AmericanGael. The two volumes reflect MacKenzie's romantic ideals. as well

as the diffenng perspectives on Cape Breton Gaeldom held by native Gaelic-speakers. The
subtitle of the CAG was "The Romantic Nova Scotia Highlands". On the cover of one issue
is a picture of "Cape Breton 'Highland Lassies"' receiving instruction in "Highland folk art"
(Highland dancing) in full regalia. Inside is a four-page article on Robert Burns. In addition

to more sheep, MacKenzie has other ideas for the "improvement" of the Cape Breton Gael,
including improved roads, beautified public buildings, and "the resettlement of rural Cape
Breton farms - (a) with Native Sons, - (b) with Highland Scottish immigrants who are
suited to the soil, sea and forest way of life." (CAG, vol. 1:16[a]). The issue of race is dealt

with delicately here - Volume 1 having been issued in the middle of World War II - but

M a c K e ~ emanages to trip over his own words when he states:
We are not propagating and seeking to preserve racial charactenstics merely for the seif-aggrandizement of the Scottish race as such
-as to ensure the p e r p d supply of these superb Highland-Lowland qualities of spirit and character, carrying their influence for
good intact, to the common melting-pot of races, and there, making
for a better Canadian or American ciîizenship. (CAG, vol. 1:16[a])

In the end, n e C d a n - A m e r i c m Guet provides a clear blueprint of MacKenzie's
goals. Refemng to the "so-called Gaelic Movement", he emphasizes repeatedly the role of

his "throbbing institution" in promoting al1 aspects of "Celtic culture", as opposed to the
"dry principles of Gaelic grammar, syntax and vocabulary":
So, on visiting the Gaelic College you will certainly be met with
"Ciad Mile Fàilte" [100,000Weicomes] - but whaî the eye will
thrill to will be the beautifil tartan woolen goods being woven on
the hand-looms bp student-apprentices - yards and yards of it. . .
. Then, what the ear will thrill to will be the enchanting lilt of the
traditional milling song or the ever-hcinating wailing of a' Phiobmhor [the bagpipe] doing duty to the steps of Cape Breton lassies
who are trying to m e r the Highland FIing or Seann Tnubhas.
The setting for al1 this king the beautiful Cape Breton Highlands
- forested hlls and harbor waters - that's St. Am's. (CAG, vol.
2:s)

Only a romantic non-Gael such as MacKenzie could refer to a rnilling Song - a work
Song Sung while beating newly-woven cloth - as "enchanting". Even the clichéd greeting
"Ciad Mile Fàilte" is discounted in his grand vision of "Çeltic culture."
The Gaelic content of the CAG (and there was a good bit of it) contrasts sharply with
the English-language content. While rornantic in its own way, praising the Gaelic heroes
past and present. there are no references to kilts, pipe bands or the like. Two Gaelic colurnns
fiom volume 1 flatly state the limitations of MacKenzie's cause:
Ged tha colaisde Ghàidhlig, na sgoilean Gaidhlig, an cèilidh agus
an comunn glè mhath, cha dean sud a chuis.

Although a Gaelic cullege, Gaelic schds, the ceilidh and the society are very goai, thep won't get the job done.

(CAG, vol. 1 :14, my translation)

Tha e glè rnhath thigh'nn gu couuieamh 's eisdeachd ri oraidean am
moladh na Gàidhlig, 's f o a thogail
~
"Suas leis a' Ghàidhlig,"ach
cha chum sin suas a' Ghàidhlig nas mo no shabhaileas duin' anam
le eisdeachd gu dluth ri deagh shearmon air latha na Sabaid mar
cuir e an gniomh na cornhaidean a &mir e a' chid de'n t-seachdainnIfs very well to corne to a meeting and listen to orations in praise of
Gaelic and to sing the Song "Suas leis a' Ghàidhlig" ["Up with the
Gaelic'l, but that won't keep up the Gaelic any more than it will
Save a man's sou1 to listen intently to a great sermon on Sunday
nhile he ignores the advice he received for the rest of the week.
(CA4G,vol. 1 :60, my translation)

Although there is no record of MacKenzie expressing his opinion on some of the more
authentic manifestations of Gaelic culture in Cape Breton, such as step dancing or the vernacular fiddle music, it is doubtful that he would have thought very highly of them, if in fact
he knew of their existence at d l . Therein lies the problem with MacKenzie's brand of "reviva17';a genuine concern for the s u ~ v aof
l the language was lost in the larger atternpt to fit

Cape Bretoners into his tartanist mold. Menz' notion of the outsider-revivalist cornes into
play here, but there is also a parallel with McKay's (1 994) assessrnent of other "outsiders"

such as Helen Creighton. Just as Creighton misrepresented "the Folk in her own upright.
conservative image and marketed them for personal profit, so did MacKenzie, whose institution continues to ensure that government funds and tourist dollars are divened away fiom

the very people who are meant to be honored. .4t the same time, the Gaels, as with Creighton's

Folk, are denied what McKay calls their "specificity of history", rendering them as caricatures of themselves. It is interesting that simultaneous with the founding of the Gaelic Coi-

lege, M a c K e ~ eestablished the Nova Scotia Gaelic Mod, based on the National Mod in
Scotland.

Ultirnately, the sort of "Gaelic Revivai" which MacKenzie espoused was never really
inspired by real Gaelic life, but by non-Gaelic speakers' ideals of their Highland ancestry. He
could never dlow his institution to evolve in a way which would expose his own estrangement fiom the culture which he championed, and as a result he served only to alienate the
very people he had hoped to improve. M a c K e ~ egave Cape Breton Gaels the choice
between tartanization and anglicization, either path eventuaily leading to the other, and both
~erpetuatingthe stigma of ûaelic life in Nova Scotia.
While MacKenzie was attempting to transform the Cape Breton Gael according to his
romantic image, Angus L. Macdonald was advocating the sarne fate for al1 Nova Scotians.
Macdonald, Premier of Nova Scotia from 1933-1 940 and 1945- 1954, was instrumental in
the commodification of "Scottishness" as a tourism draw. Himself a semi-speaker of Gaelic,

Angus L. shared with MacKenzie a romantic and essentialist interpretation of Gaelic culture
(McKay 1992). But Macdonald took this a step fiirther, casting d l of "New Scotland" into
the mold, so that whether you were Acadian, German, Loyalist or Ponuguese, your Nova
Scotian essence made you Scottish too (unsurprisingly, Macdonald did not extend this paradigm to include Blacks and Mi'kmaq). Thus, kilted pipers are present at tourist attractions
not just in Baddeck and Inverness, but in Amherst and Yarmouth as well.
In addition to the extemal pressure corn figures like MacKenzie and Macdonald, the
Nova Scotian Scottish identity was changing fiorn within, particularly in the industrial towns

of Cape Breton. The coal mines and factories of Cape Breton County attracted large numbers of people fiom the rural Gaelic-speaking communities. While they still compnsed a
large plurality of the urban population, they were joined by sizeable numbers of Acadians,

Mi'kmaq, Blacks, Italians, Poles, Belgians, Chinese, Syrians, Jews and others. This ethnic
mix, combined with a drastically different environment of regimented work schedules, cornpany houses and stores, labour strikes and poiitical wars led to a syncretic new culture,
drawing from the Gaelic tradition but heavily infiuenced by modem working-class urbanism.
Traditional skgers were valued, but a singer could earn no higher
compliment than to be cornpared to Harry Lauder, the former
Lanarkshire miner who brought light-hearted Highland themes to
the music halls of industrial Scutland. There was continued
admiration for traditional bards, but corne January in Sydney
Mines the Sons of the British Mes, in Glace Bay the Scottish
Catholic Society, and in New Waterford a Burns Club, al1 celebrated Burns Day (Frank 1985:205-6)

This urban Scottish identity was initially very much bound up with the Gaelic language.
There were regular Gaelic seMces in the Presbyterian churches, and Gaelic was commonly

heard on the street and in the pit . (Frank 198 5 :2O5) However, the fate of Gaelic in the towns
was to be the sarne as most other urban immigrant languages, virtually disappearing after
two or three generations. As urban Cape Breton became less Gaelic in speech, the Scottish
identity of the region became more detached fiom its rural origins. This was a cornrnunity
which occupied a third space, separate from both the rural Gaelic communities and the
romantic comrnunity of MacKenzie, Macdonald et. al. It shared many of the notions and
aspirations of the latter (as in the Harry Lauder and Burns Night examples above), but on a
class and power level was closer to the rural Gaelic-speakers, and usually had relations

arnong them. Thus its position vis à vis the Gaeiic Community was neither completely inside
nor outside.
While those within the tartanist comrnunity were pursuing their romantic vision, those
within the wmmunity were active in their own way, although often within the tartaned h e work. Jonathan G. MacKinnon continued to publish occasional Gaeiic articles in Englishlanguage newspapers in Sydney,and taught Gaelic at the Gaelic College. In The CmadiunAmerican G d ,another Gaelic instructor, Malcolm MacDonald, contrasted MacKenzieYs

ramblings with a straightforward plea:
Feumaidh sinn an dileab phriseai so ionnsacbadh do'n oigridh le
bhi 'ga bruidhinn anns na dachaidhean . . . . agus ma ni sinn an ni
so, cha'n eil teagarnh nach dean iadsan an ni ceudna ri'n gineal.
We need to impart this precious legacy to the ounger generation by
speaking it in the homes . . . .and if we do this,no doubt th- will do
the sarne with their chiIdren. (CAG, vol. 1: 14, my translation)

This example makes clear the differences in approach to the Gaelic Revival between
Gaelic-speakers and non-Gaelic-speakers. Although the admonitions of the former would
probably have been no more effective in arresting the decline of the language had they been
removed fiom the circus atmosphere at the College, they may have at least helped to remove
the stigma associated with everything Gaelic, something which was not possible when buried
in a magazine celebrating Highland dancing and Robert Burns.
A.W.R MacKenzie died in 1967, and the Gaelic College has been on a roller coaster
ride ever since. MacKenzie's next two successors, Leonard Jones and Evan Lloyd, were

businessmen with political connections who had no relation to or stated interest in Gaelic
culture (Foster 1988:96-101).Lloyd went so far as to use the terrns "tourist-trap" and

"mini-Disneyland" as ideals to which the College should aspire (Foster 1988:98). Jones and

Lloyd were followed by Norman MacDonald, a Gaelic tacher fiom Skye, who was to be the
College's first and (so far) 1st Gaelic-speaking director. MacDonald expanded the Gaelic
program, which created some resentment among those representing other interests, such as
the College pipe band' and supporters of Leonard Jones, whom MacDonald replaced and
who had a financial interest in the College's gifi shop. A financial scandal led to MacDonald's
firing and accusations by his supporters that the scandal was manufactured to discredit and

remove him (Laskey 1986). He was replaced by Jim MacAulay, and later Sam MacPhee,
both businessmen with no Gaelic connections.
Today there is still an ambivalence about the place. Certain efforts are made to improve
the state of Gaelic instruction, such as weekend and week-long immersion prograrns, but at
its h a r t it remains a tourist mecca for the antimodernist audiences who yearn ro see the kilts
and hear the pipes in their "naturai" setting. The physical presence of Gaelic (on signs, etc.)
is small and ofien appears to have been an afterthought, such as the handwritten signs giving
the Gaelic words for "men" and "women" taped ont0 the washroorn doors of the College's
museum, the Great Hall of the Clans.
A cornmon feature of activity on behalf of Gaelic dunng this time was the codification

and regimentation of the language and cuiture. Organizations from the Oranaiche Cheap

'In conversations with parents of piping and pipe band students in 1990 and 199 1, 1 encountered a
good deal of residual bittemess at MacDonald for what they felt w a s his short-changingof the
piping program. Conversely, Gaelic-speaking residents of the area around St. AM'S(where 1 spent
the summers during this period) would often express regret that MacDonald was not still in charge.

Breatuim (Cape Breton Gaelic Choir) to the Sconish Catholic Society sought to impose
order, whether by performing a traditional song in four-part harmony, or by appointing a

"seannachaidh" (storyteller) to provide entertainment at SCS Council meetings. The r a d h g and writing of Gaelic were given greater importance than they had arnong most Gaelic-

speakers, and adjudication and cornpetition in al1 t h g s Gaelic were encourageci. The Gaelic
Mod at the Gaelic College has for over fi@

years centered on cornpetitions in Gaelic singing

and recitation, piping and Highland dancing. Piping itseifis taught as a science rather than an

incitement to dance.
Beginning in the 1970's. the Gaelic Revival was transfonned by the counterculture

movement, represented in Cape Breton by back-to-the-earthers, draft-dodgers from the US,
and assoned other hippies. Many of these newcomers had a vague idea of the Gaels as real
"salt of the earth" types with whom they would find a naturai affinity. For the most part they
were disappointed to find that the Gaels' values were not as "crunchy" as they had hoped.
Even today, a Gaelic-speaking fnend of mine will occasionally shake her head and Say "O na
hippies, cho salach 's a tha iad." ("oh the hippies, they're so dirty.") The difficult relations
between the Gaels and the newcomers is exemplified by an anecdote told to me by a Gaelic
instructor about a young newcomer who was arguing with an elderly local woman. "But
we're Iiving the way your grandparents did," protested the newcomer, to which the old
woman replied, "my grandmother would never go out dressed like that !"
This clash of cultures was by no means confined to Cape Breton. McDonald (1 994)
relates a similar disparity between Breton langage activists within the counterculture move-

ment and native Breton speakers. Sirnilar conflias took place across North America, particularly in "Indian Country":
Those hippies ogended Our way of Me. They hugged each other
and kissed in public as if they didn't have anythmg e k to do and
nowhere to go. 1went out there and spoke to some of them. 1said,
' W y are you here? Why do you behave in this way, doing anything that cornes into your head? We do not like the way your are
behaving. It's not our way. It's improper." They said, 'What's
wrong with what we are doing? We are here because we're on your
side . . . ." 1 told hem, "No, you are not on our side. You don't
behave well." (Peter Nuvamsa, Sr., Hopi, cited in Nabokov
l992:39O)

Yet for the general failure of the majority of newcomers to fit in with their surroundings, there has been sorne notable success. Some of the newcomers had a better understand-

ing of the culture they moved into, or else came to appreciate it. Ronald Caplan, the editor
of Cape Breton 5 Magaine?is but one example. Others have becorne outright Gaeiic activists and othenuise established close bonds in their communities. Hippies joined with fishermen and priests in the repopularizing of Gaelic fiddle music, which began in the 1970's as an
overt response to the airing of a documentary called The Vmzishing Cape Bretm Fidder.
Today, newcomers, whether part of the counterculture movement of the 1970's or later
immigrants, can be counted among the island's Gaelic teachers, musicians, and comrnunity
organizers.
The counterculture movement thus had two effects on the Gaelic community. One was
the creation of a new Gaelic "essence". In place of A.W.R. MacKenzieYshard working, God

fearing, noble "race" was an equally ill-fitting image of a subversive, irreverent reveler. The
other was the establishment of a small but active group of people creating ties with the local
cornmunity and raising the profile of Gaelic culture as actually practiced by their new neigh-

bors. These two legacies have contributed a great deal, for better or worse, to the current
makeup of the broad Gaelic community in Nova Scotia.

The Gaelic Revival of the 1990's
The Media Perspective
Owing largely to the commercial success of artists such as Ashley MacIsaac and the
Rankin Family, national and international media attention has corne to focus on the 1990's

version of the Gaelic Revival in Nova Scotia. The ernphasis typically lies in the following

themes: an ancient culture breathing new Me, recovering fiom its deathbed; a new found
sensibility, especially mong young people, to reassert their Gaelic identity; international
acceptance of Cape Breton Gaelic culture; and an optimistic finale wherein the Gaelic languag and culture will thrive as long as there are people who wish it to continue.
An article in MacIem 5 (December 6 , 1993) refers to Cape Breton fiddling as "the

music of the ancient Celts" and notes the novelty of "prirnly dressed senior citizens" speaking Gaelic with "black-garbed, Sinéad O'Connor look-alikes." Proof of the resurgence of
Gaelic culture is offered in the form of "Celtic perfonners such as Big Pond's Rita MacNeil",

an intemationally popular singer who not only does not incorporate any Gaelic traditions
into her music, but does not attempt to sound "Celtic" in even its vaguest sense. The Gaelic
language, claims Macleart k, is "making a surprishg comeback." The evidence: the interest
of some students in Mabou in continuing their Gaelic classes after the class (the only one in
the province) was canceled (it has since been re-added), and the appearance ofAm Bràighe,
a Gaelic-interest newspaper "hoping to capitaiize on the Celtic craze." Finally, the article
refers to the Rankin Family, the Barra MacNeils, Rita MacNeil, Natalie MacMaster and
Ashley MacIsaac as "proof, it seems, that Cape Breton's Celtic culture is in good hands."

Cmiadio,~Geogrqhic (JanuaryEebruary 1996)featured an article called "Re-Gaeling

Cape Breton", by writer and naturalized Cape Bretoner Silver Donald Carneron. The article
pointedly distinguishes between the surge of Gaelic music and the increasingly precarious
state of the language: "the music is thnving, yes, but at its moment of tnumph

- Juno

awards, TV specials, international tours, profiles in national magazines -the language and
the culture are fading." M e r convincingly making the case that a Gaelic world-view exists,
and is central to the continuance of a distinct music and dance, Carneron goes on to distort

that world-view, using every myth and stereotype at his disposal. Gaelic is "proverbial,
bardic and mystical." A Gaelic teacher at the University College of Cape Breton is imagined
as looking "at once natural and temfjmg brandishing a claymore." There are the legends of
Bonnie Prince Charlie and the MacNeil chiefs. Mabou is a Gaelic center because, in addition
to Am Bràighe being located there, the pon office has a Gaelic sign, and "the Mull Restaurant serves Scottish oatcakes - bannock - and marag, a spicy white Scottish sausage."
The Mu11 also serves pastrami on rye, but it is doubtfùl that Cameron would consider Mabou

to be a center of Jewish culture as a result of this. As with al1 coverage of the Gaelic Revival,
Carneron can't resist ending on a positive note. M e r quoting a CO-publisherat Am Bràzghe
("But when you cross the Canso Causeway, how do you find [the culture] . . . . How do you
touch it?'), Carneron waxes:
You can touch it at the Gaelic ColIege in St. A m ' s -the language,
the music, the dancing, the crafts - and at the Highland Village in
Iona. with its historic Scottish houses assemble.fiom al1 over Cape
Breton dong wi?ha store. a blacksmith shop and other buildings.
You can touch it at the innumerable surnrner festivals and Scottish
concerts.

In The Nkw York fimes (June 17, 1994). the headline 'Wova Swtia Hears the Lilting
'Gibberish' Again" appears over a picture of two young men playing the fiddle. The article
focuses on three main issues: the increasing popularity of fiddle music, the increase in the
number of people studying Gaelic, and the appearance of the newspaper Am Bràighe. This
is the ody article to claim a resurgence in the language which presents evidence that the
number of people leaming it are increasing. Specifically, it quotes a professor at St. Francis
Xavier University who noted that the yearly enrollment in Celtic shidies had increased from
10 to 20 in the 1980's to over 100.

The most recent appraisal of the Revival appeared in the Boston Globe (October 2 1,
1996). The article begins with a mention of bagpipes and kilts, but goes on to contrast this

in the next paragraph with a description of a cèilicih: "rollicking celebrations where stepdancers kick their heels and fiddlers unleash Gaelic reels whose rhythm haven't changed in
centuries." Again, Gaelic-based traditions such as fiddle and step dancing are thrown together with pipe bands and caber-tosses. The author of the article repeats the officia1 line of

the Gaelic College - "the only institution on the continent dedicated to the teaching of Gaelic
language as well as Highlands culture, including bagpipe music, fiddling, clan law and lore,
and the hand weaving of family tartans." Early on the article acknowledges that Gaelic is

barely suMving in Nova Scotia, but finishes off with a contrived-sounding quote fiom a
Gaelic teacher: "so long as we have Our music and our tales and our gatherings, we'll likely
endure in Canada."

The problem most of these articles seem to have is that they aren't able to provide much
evidence of a Gaelic revival beyond a few famous musicians, increasing enrollments in a
B.A. program at one university and the appa-rince of a newspaper. For some writers this
was proof enough of a revival. Others found it necessary to point out that, despite these

encouraging developments, the language continues to decline, before ending on a positive
note. Every article included references to the non-Gaelic, quasi-Gaelic or ersatz, such as
Rita MacNeil and the Highland Village.
It is perhaps to be expected that media will latch ont0 whatever Gaelic clichés are

available. I attended a press conference in Halifax announcing the official proclamation of
May 1996 as Gaelic Awareness Month in Nova Scotia. The visual provided for the very brief
coverage on the local evening television news consisted largely of a shot of the lap of a man
sitting in the audience. The man was the only person at the conference wearing a kilt.
What, then, is the reality behind the hype of the latest Gaelic Revival?

The Current State of Af'f'airs: Gaelic
It is unclear how many Gaelic-speakers there are in Nova Scotia today. The figure of
1000 speakers has been bandied about for several years, but I could locate no reliable source

for this figure, so it is at best a rough estimate. Defining who is a Gaelic-speaker is part of
the problem. Semi-speakers, passive bilinguals and intemediate learners may well outnumber fluent native speakers at this point. In any case, the vast majority of fluent speakers are

fiom the core Gaelic communities in Cape Breton. There are also a handfùl of native speak-

ers from Scotland and learners who have achieved fluency. Some people from the latter two
categories are now raising Gaelic-speaking children, dthough the total number is small.

The Institutions

There has been a change in Gaelic activity in the province in the last few years. The
Gaelic College continues to be a haven of tartanism, but the Gaelic cornponent has improved. The College now offers regular weekend immersions, as well as a week-long immersion in the sumrner. In the summer of 1996, a full-time Gaelic Director was appointed
for the first time, with a mandate to increase the presence of Gaelic in al1 the College's
programs (Parsons 1997). The Mod has put hcreasing emphasis on more celebratory and
participatory events, such as rnilling frolics, while decreasing its focus on competitions, so
that the Mod now resembles more a feis (in fact it io now called "Feis a' Mhoid", the Feis of
the Mod). Materiai for the classes corne increasingly from the oral tradition of the province,
oRen inviting native tradition bearers to give the classes a cultural context. The College also

now gives classes in Cape Breton fiddle, piano and step dancing, subjects which were not
taught there pnor to the iate 1980's. On the other hand, they have aiso recently introduced
classes in Scottish country dancing and Lowland bagpipes, adding to the Iist of non-Gaelic

and non-Nova Scotian traditions promoted at the College. The new director of the College
is a non-Gaelic speaker from New Brunswick with no ties to the comrnunity. He is, however, active in pipe band circles.

Both universities in eastern Nova Scotia - St. Francis Xavier and the University College of Cape Breton - continue to offer courses in Gaelic and Celtic Studies. The M.A.

program in Celtic Studies at St. F.X.is currently donnant due to a lack of funds for faculty
support, but the B.A. program is enjoying its highest enrollments ever. Since 1994, St. F.X.

has offered a third-year Gaelic course, the first time it has ever done so (Parsons 1997).
Both St. F.X. and UCCB have active student-run Celtic societies, which organize events
ranging fiom Gaelic conversational lunch tables to evening ceilidhs.
The Highland Village's Gaelic content, such as it is, has been declining steadily in recent

years. The staffs requirement to receive a short Gaelic lesson or two during the day has
corne to be seen as a formality for most, and the Gaelic instnxtor's hours have diminished to
ten weeks per year. Bilingud signs have been replaced with English-only ones. An introductory video shown to visitors allegedly depicts the life of the first Gaelic settlers in the area

(Iona), but no Gaelic is spoken in the video, despite the fact that one of the actors is a native
speaker. The only Gaelic content consists of two young girls singing "Chi mi na Morbheanna"
as they perform their chores, a Song composed in Scotland a half century after the Gaels
settled in Iona (and made popular more recently by the Rankin Farnily).
The Cape Breton Gaelic Society still exists but is relatively quiet, hosting occasional
events and otherwise rnaintaining a place for Gaelic in Sydney. It has been eclipsed by the
recently-formed Nova Scotia Gaelic Council, an umbrella organization which represents
organizations and individuals active in the promotion of Gaelic. Among their accomplishments has been, in conjunction with the Halifax Gaelic Society, the successful lobby of the
Nova Scotia Legislature to have May officially declâred "Gaelic Awareness Month".

The emergence of the Halifaw Gaelic Society is an indication of the spread of Gaelic
activity outside its traditional heartland in Cape Breton and the eastem mainland counties.

In addition to its lobbying effons, the HGS has sponsored Gaelic classes, concerts, conversation groups and even a children's playgroup modeled on those in Scotland started by

Comhairle na Sgoiltean Araich, the Gaelic Playgroup Association. Gaelic is also taught at
continuing education classes. Some of the bigger names within the Gaelic community have
Halifax associations. Archie Nec MacKenzie, a noted bard from Christmas Island spent the
last decades of his life in Halifax while guitarist and fiddler Dave MacIsaac is a native of the

city. The Cape Breton Society sponsors regular square dances in Dartmouth, and some
downtown pubs have fiequent Cape Breton music nights. Windsor, Nova Scotia is also
beginning to emerge as a mini-center of Gaelic activity, largely through the efforts of a smdl
number of native Gaelic-speakers from Scotland who have settled there and offer classes.
The 70's Legacy

The counterculturemovement put credence in viewing history, society and culture fi-om
a "bottom-up" perspective. Their involvement in the Gaelic Revival led to a sirnilar reevaluation of pnorities. The appearance of Cape Breton b Magazine in 1972 gave a new validity
to the oral tradition. The bulk of the magazine's contents was, and is, composed of the oral
histories of famers, fishers, miners, lumberers, and so on. Many stories are printed in Gaelic,
Mi'kmaq and Acadian French. The new heroes of the Gaelic revival are people iike Joe Neil
MacNeil, a Gaelic storyteller whose repertoire contained an oral tradition going back two
thousand years. He did not graduate From Sydney Academy, as did Jonathan G. MacKinnon,

or from any institution of higher education. He earned his livelihood from a variety of trades,
ranging nom carpenter to electrician. In short, his profile is one which would have gotten
hirn littie or no respect in the class-conscious Gaelic revival of A.W.R. M a c K e ~ e ' stime.

Conversely, enthusiasm for someone like Senator Allan J. MacEachen (nowretired) is more
muted. In 1993 1 attended a week-long Gaelic immersion at the Gaelic College, where loe
Neil was a featured performer in the evenings. Allan J. aitendeci classes as a student, and was

largely treated as such by the other participants.
As this new perspective on Gaelic culture has grown in acceptance, it is increasingly

forrning the basis of new activity on behalf of Gaelic. For example, Feis an Eilein, or Festival
of the Island, began as a small-scaie Gaelic festival in Christmas Island in Cape Breton County

as an antidote to the formality of the Gaelic Mod on the one hand, and the diluted Gaelic
content of the various summer concerts on the other. It now ranks as one of the more
popular summer festivals in Cape Breton, and has spawned other feiseari throughout the
island. Its focus is solely on the Gaelic tradition, offering workshops in Gaelic language,
song and storytelling, fiddle, step dancing and square dancing, combined with nightly concerts, ceilidhs, dances and beach parties. In the off-season the feis organizers have undertaken other projects, such as the placing of Gaelic place-narne signs below their English
counterparts throughout the community. Feisean are unique among Nova Scotia's summertime Scottish festivals in that they are genuinely community-based affairs, relying on locals
for every duty from planner to cook to t-shirt seller to step dance instructor.

Gaelic instmction at the more formal institutions has also been affected by this new
sensibility. Classes at the Gaelic College, for example, are focushg more on social interaction and cultural context than they did in the past. The example of Joe Neil MacNeil as a

featured speaker is a case in point. Meanwhile, other more informal venues for Gaelic
instruction are becorning available. These might take place in someone's home, and a day's
instmction might evolve into a evening's cèilidh.
Another big player among the new breed of Gaelic activists is the quarterly newspaper
Am Brùighe, which started up in 1993 and has since been a consistent advocate for rehabili-

tating the image of the Gael and working for the language. In addition to providing a fair
amount of Gaelic content, mostly taken fiom the ord tradition of Cape Breton Gaels, its
editorids and reviews consistently emphasize native Gaelic traditions while largely ignoring
manifestations of tartanism, except occasionally to criticize them.
W l e much of the above-mentioned activity represents the positive legacy of the 7OYs,
there is also the legacy of the hippie flipside of the old distorted image of the Gaels. The
emphasis on songs, stories, music, dance, drinking, joking and partying are sometimes presented as the total Gaelic experience, and some of the more somber and conservative aspects
of the culture are ofien overlooked. As one Gaelic instruaor put it:
It just strikes me that some people who taik about culture going on
choose the parts of culture that they want to see go on. nie? pick
and choose. They might not take the religious side of things, for
instance. (GI-1)

Music, Song and Dance
Gaelic-based music has been popular worldwide since the 1970's, when groups fiom
Ireland and Scotland such as Planxty and Silly Wizard adapted the Folk Revival of England

and North Amenca to their respective musical traditions. Gaelic songs joined the music in
~ groups such as Clannad and Capercailiie created a sort of
popularity in the 1 9 8 0 ' ~when
Gaelic-pop fusion. In Nova Scotia, Gaelic songs were popularized first by the Rankin Farnily, three siaen and two brothers fiom Mabou Cod Mines, Inverness County. They are now
one of Canada's moa popular music groups, and are widely credited with giving Gaelic
music a national and international appeal. But how Gaelic is their music? The rnajonty of
their music is f i d y centered in pop and country-pop traditions, with no comection to the
Gaelic tradition. On their earlier albums they included some sets of fiddle tunes played more
or less in the traditional style, but that content has al1 but disappeared on their more recent

albums. They have consistently included one or two Gaelic songs on each recording (at least
one member of the band is an active Gaelic leamer), but their arrangements of these songs
have everything to do with contemporary pop music tastes and linle to do with the Gaelic
tradition. They typically edit out verses fi-omnarrative songs, such as "An t-Each Ruadh" on
their album Fare

nec Weil Love, distorting the meanings of the songs in the process.

On

their most recent album Endless Seasms, they intersperse verses of two Gaelic songs. As

one reviewer comrnented in Am Briighe, "it seems their desire is always to do something
artsy with Gaelic Song while the most artistic thing they could do is learn the Song well." (Am

Bràighe, Vol. III, no. 2:17)

Other artists have since incorporated Gaelic songs into their repertoires. The Barra
MacNeils, a group from Sydney Mines with a sound similar to the Rankin Family, recently
staned to include Gaelic songs on their albums. Two other Rankin sisters, Rita and Mary,
released an album of songs haif of which were in Gaelic. ïhere is also an increasing trend of
including Gaelic soogs on instmmentd albums. Pipers Jarnie Madmes and Paul MacNeil,
pianist Tracey Dares, and fiddlers Natalie MacMaster and Ashley MacIsaac have al1 included
one or two Gaelic songs on recent albums. The treatrnent of the songs varies from a cappella

to hip hop, and the reaction of Gaelic speakers to these recordings has been accordingly
mixed.
One full-tirne Gaelic singer has emerged ftom the province, Mary Jane Larnond. Lamond
sings with AshIey MacIsaac in addition to performing on her own. Her two recordings
reflect an eclectic taste; some songs are Sung unaccompanied in the traditional style, others
have quite modem pop or world beat arrangements. Regardless of her treatment of the
songs, Larnond has received more praise than the other artists mentioned above. This is

perhaps due to her choice of songs, which tend to be songs popular in Gaelic cornmunities in
Nova Scotia rather than the popular standards of Mod songbooks and Marjory KennedyFraser. More likely, it is the fact that Lamond is a serious student of the language and the
Song tradition, and is seen as more of an advocate for Gaelic than, say, the Rankin Family,

who ofien seem reluctant to get too involved with that panicular aspect of their music.
While Gaelic singing has become more commercial and controversial on one level, it
continues in a less altered form at a more informal level. At local ceilidhs, milling frolics and

house visits, it is not at al1 unusual to see young people singing Gaelic songs in traditional

unaccornpanied style, including some of those who experiment with the songs on more for-

mal sages. Most, however, are not professional singers, nor are they necessarily Gaelic
activists in any sense. They do not eBst in great numbers, but it is a trend which many have
noticed.
The current mass appeal of young musicians with Cape Breton Gaelic roots has added

fuel to an ongoing debate over what makes "authentic" Cape Breton music. For the most
part this debate centers on whether one thinks of it as "Gaelic music7' or some other appella-

tion such as "Cape Breton music7'or "Celtic music". By using either of the latter terms, the
option is Ieft that the music can be unique without remaining dependent on the language for
its uniqueness. However, these specific rationales are rarely articulated and must be inferred. In the mass media, popular Cape Breton artists are usually called "Celtic7' or "East
Coast" musicians, a vague tenn which is used to peg vimially any acoustic musician from
Atlantic Canada. The semantics of such a label equate the music of Buddy MacMaster with
that of Stan Rogers (and put them in the sarne section of the record stores), thereby denying
the distinctiveness of Gaelic language-based musical traditions.
The two main Gaelic-based music traditions in Nova Scotia, fiddling and piping, have
different problems regarding their proper place in Nova Scotia today, and will thus be treated
separately.
While the piping tradition was being transfonned in Scotland into a regirnented and
codified system, the Gaelic style remained popular in Gaelic communitiesacross Nova Scotia.

The introduction of rnilitary (and later civilian) pipe bands in the early 20th cenhiry coincided
with a gradua1decline in the popularity of piping in Gaelic circles, although these two events
were not necessady related. Today there are very few pipers left from the older tradition,
but a s m d number of younger pipers, trained in the military/competitive style, have begun to
change their style of playing in accordance with that of the older pipers. This has caused
some fiction in "traditional" piping circles, where this vemacular style is ofien regarded as
inferior, but there is no denying its increasing popularity.

Unlike the piping tradition, Gaelic fiddle music nwer had to contend with its Victorianired
cousin from across the Atlantic. The challenge of Cape Breton fiddling, as it is cornmonly
cailed, is the question of whether the style can remain unique after having crossed the Ianguage barrier.
Natalie MacMaster, the niece of Buddy MacMaster, is widely considered to be much
more traditionai in her approach than other young players (in particuiar Ashley MacIsaac).
Nevertheless, her penchant for simultaneously piaying fiddle and step dancing (a trait she

sharei with MacIsaac and other young fiddlers), while winning her huge applause at concerts, leaves some older Iisteners shaking their heads. Her current repertoire includes many

Irish, Appalachian and other "outside music", and she has been influenced by the many
fiddlers from these other traditions to whom she has been exposed in her tounng schedule.

More recently she has also taken to using drums and bass in addition to the more traditional
accornpaniment of piano and guitar.

It is difficult to divide everyone into a "Gaelic" or 'Not Gaelic" camp, and Ashley

MacIsaac is a good exarnple of this problem. He is not a Gaelic-speaker, but he is surely
familiar with a few words and phrases, and more generally, growing up in Creignish, would
surely have heard the language and the rhythm of the language on the speech of the older
people. He also would have grown up being exposed to a vibrant, Gaeiic-based musical
tradition, and may have heard older people jigging tunes. Yet he clearly is heavily infiuenced
by "outside", popular music, and even when he does try to "play it straight" at a square
dance, the dancers sometimes complain that he plays too fast. His most recent album, H P

How Are Ym Ti&@?, places traditional tunes in a rnix of thrash-punk electric guitars and
bass-heavy hip-hop rhythms. While the album has gone platinum nationwide, he has gained
many critics back home for his innovations. MacIsaac responded to his critics in a recent

"[Some people back home] are afraid that the true music, the pure
music is going to disappear and get Iost if 1 put a backbeat to it," he
says. T o u know, if 1 add a bass and a guitar, or a hip-hop rhythm,
they think it's watered dom, commercial. They think it's going to
go the way reggae and native music has - appropriated. . . . But
really, if you listen to the album, it's still traditional fiddle music.
Ifs what I h o w how to do best. 1don't h o w how to play any other
way." (Carnwarth 1996:19)

One rnight respond that his music could be traditional fiddle music rntd still be watered
down, but MacIsaac does have a point. Another Cape Breton musician, Dave MacIsaac (no
relation), recently released an album called Nimble Fingers in which he plays traditional
tunes on an electric guitar and sometimes in a blues style. Yet his critics are few and far
between. On the other hand, the discussion above regarding the intemal rhythms of Gaelic
music and Song which, for exarnple, the piano has been well adapted, would indicate that the

use of more regular percussive rhythm (especially at the volume at which they are present in

HP?..)
c.an have a standardizing effea on the music. The fiddle itself may be played exactly
the same way, but the overall Gaelic-ness of the tune may indeed be "watered down" by the
regular pounding of the dmrn machine. It would be interesting to hear what would result
fioma more cornplex, Gaelic-based arrangement of percussion, but as yet no one has tried it.
From the mass culture perspective, debates over the Gaelic-ness of MacIsaac's music
are irrelevant; MacIsaac is a hot comrnodity and his image sells as many albums as his music
does. Indeed, "it was ultimately MacIsaac's stage presence that convinced [A&M executive
Allan Reid] of the fiddler's place on the label." (Carnwath 1996:19) And to have gotten to

where he is, MacIsaac had to cater to the sensibilities of millions of non-Gaelic speakers who
wouldn't know a strathspey fiom a merengue. That is perhaps the best evidence of the unGaelic side to MacIsaac's music: that it is being driven by "outside" influences.
There are other young fiddlers besides Natalie MacMaster and Ashley MacIsaac who,
without making much of a splash in the pop music scene, are earning their livings from Cape
Breton fiddle music. These musicians do not shy from innovations, but perhaps due to their
regular gigs playing for square dances, tend to do so less oflen and less extravagantly. But
even these fiddlers fail to completely satisfy the older Gaelic-speaking audiences. Their
compliments are inevitably followed by the diplornatic disclaimer, "but he's not Iike the old
timers."
While the emergence of young fiddlers has been shown to be somewhat problematic
with respect to the Gaelic tradition, there is another development which is less ambiguously

positive. The older fiddlers many of them Gaelic speakers (the rest fiom Gaelic speaking
environments) are also becoming more popular. In addition to Buddy MacMaster, other
older "Gaelic" fiddlen such as Cari MacKenzie, Joe Peter MacLean, and Alex Francis MacKay
have been gaining respect among young fiddlers and audiences alike.

The repopularitation of Cape Breton fiddle music has resulted in the concurrent Li-

crease in s e p dancirg and square dances. The weekly summer square dances in Glencoe in
Inverness County provide a good example of the positive and problematic aspects of this
popularity. On the one hand, the dances are very well attended by people of al1 age groups,
aithough not everyone cornes to dance. Still, the young are, if anything, overrepresented on
the dance floor On the other hand, square sets are sometimes ovewhelmed or otherwise
disrupted by inexperienced participants.

Before turning to the subjea of Gaelic learners, some space should be given to the
instnictors. This is particularly true in the case ofNova Scotia, where most of the province's
Gaelic instructors are learners themselves.
The instructors see their job as much more than the teaching of grammar and vocabulary. The teaching of Gaelic, Iike the leaming of Gaelic, is arnong other things an attempt to
save the language, and by extension the culture. And though they may disagree over the
finer points of what constitutes Gaelic culture, they al1 agree that part of their job is to
represent the culture to their students in what they consider to be its most accurate form.
If dl you teach is a d e , you know, '20 say I a m well you say Tha
mi gu math," then that's di you're going to achieve, is that student's
going to leam a code. . . In some ways you're acting as an educator,
in some ways you're acting as an animator, in some uays you're
acting perhaps even as a salesperson, in addition to teaching the
language. (GI-2)

To these one could also add folklorist, histonan and singer.
Gaelic instructors in the province have made a number of innovations in teaching methods in recent years. The determination to produce functional Gaelic speakers has led to
immersions, role-playing, and visiting native speakers in the classroom. The emphasis on
cultural context has resulted in the inclusion of ceilidhs, nature walks and milling frolics into
the cumculum. The instmctors know what is at stake, and in their own ways they al1 stnve

for the same thing:
We just try to do our best to see that there's a generation of younger
people who can handle Gaelic, from a schoiarly point of vie% and
from a conversational point of view; so there WU be people here
who can . . . go out to the remaining speakers and ta& to hem,
communkate uith them, and pass on to the next generation some
accurate representation of what Gaelic culture is. (Gr-1)

To an extent, the attitudes of the instructors owe sornething to the Revival of the
1970's. Most instructors in the province today carne of age andlor learned Gaelic them-

selves during or &er this time. It is therefore unsurprising that rnany (though by no
means dl) of them should hold with such concepts as "cultural content" and incorporate

nature walks and milling fiolics into their classes. However, these practices are common-

place in classrooms the world over, and reflect a broad trend in language instruction.

Leamers
Adult learners of Gaelic are the future of the Gaelic community in Nova Scotia. In
order to d e t e d n e what Gaelic in Nova Scotia will consist of in twenty years time, it is
necessary to look to the leamers. Of particular interest are the notions of Gaelic culture they
bring with thern to the ieaniing process, and how these notions are challenged as their flu-

ency and participation in Gaelic society increases.
In order to get a s e n s of the cornmunity of leamers, 1handed out a five-page questionnaire at several Gaelic laquage-related events throughout the winter, spring and summer of
1996. These included university classes at St. Francis Xavier University in Antigonish and

the University Coiiege of Cape Breton in Sydney, a Gaelic Day at St. EX., a weekend immersion in Margaree, and Feis an Eilein, a Gaelic festival in Christmas Island. In addition,
whenever 1 came across individual leamers, particularly in the Halifax area, 1 gave them
questionnaires as well. In ail I received 66 responses.
The often acrirnonious debate over authenticity and cultural appropriation, and the
Gaelic College's position as a fiequent target of criticism, has made Gaelic a sensitive issue
there. The director of the College objected to the questions on the survey relating to the

institution, and I was therefore unable to collea any surveys from the students attending the
adult summer sessions there.

Results
FLUENCY
Respondents were asked to rate separately their ability to speak, understand, read and
write GaeIic on a 5-point scaie. The results were as foliows:
Table 1: Sample breakdown by fluency
Gaelic ability

Fluently

Wth minor
difkutty

Well enough
to get by

With great
difficulty

Hardly or not
at al1

Speak

2

9

19

29

6

Understand

2

11

18

27

6

Read

3

16

19

21

6

1 divided the sample into three groups. Those whose ability to speak andor understand

Gaelic was "fluent" or "with minor difiïculty" were labeled advanced Iearners. Those who
both spoke and understood Gaelic "well enough to get by" were put in the intermediate
group. The remainder were grouped as begimen. There were thirty respondents in the
begimer group, nventy intermediates, and sixteen advanced lemers.

GENDER
Thirty-five of the respondents were male,thirty-une female. The breakdown by fiuency
was:
Table 2: Distribution of fluency by gender
r

gender

beginners

intemediates

advanced

total sample

Female

17

10

4

31

Male

13

10

12

35

x2 = 4.31 : cntical value = 5.99 at .O5 level with 2 d.f. not sianificant

AGE
The age of the respondents ranged ftom 13 to 69. The numbers break down as follows:

W?
under 20:
20-29:
3 0-3 9:
4049:
50-59:
60-69:

# of respondents

12
15
19
IO
4
4

RELIGION

The majority of respondents (36) were Roman Catholic. Seven identified themselves as
Presbyterian, and fifieen more claimed another Protestant denornination. The remaining
eight respondents gave other responses (e-g.Christian, deist, multiple denominations, etc.)
or no response.

EDUCATION
M o a respondents (43) had at least an undergraduate degree, and many of the rest were
university students who will presumably attain degrees. The results were:
level of education

# of res~ondents

Less than high school diplorna
High school diploma
some undergraduate
undergraduate degree
some graduate
graduate degree

4

4
13
22
6
15

OCCUPATION
Students formed a plurality (26) of the sarnple. Eleven were teachers (including three
Gaelic teachers). Five were retired, and the rest were scattered among varied occupations,
including professionals, manual labourers, civil servants, homemakers and clergy. Also included were one farmer and one fisher.

POLITICAL PREFERENCE
Of those respondents who stated a preference for a political party, a plurality (15)
supported the New Democratic Party, followed by the Liberals (12), Progressive Conservatives (5) and Reform (2). However, 24 respondents had no particular preference, and six did
not respond.

HOME COIWUU?TITIES
A majority of respondents (39) grew up in eastern Nova Scotia (considered for these

purposes to be composed of Cape Breton Island and Antigonish, Pictou and Guysboro counties
on the mainland); of those, fourteen grew up in communities where Gaelic is still spoken.

Twenty-two grew up outside the province, and the remaining five were raised in other pans

of Nova Scotia.
CURRENT RESIDENCE
Forty-one respondents currently [ive in eastern Nova Scutia, meen of whom are m i dent in Gaelic communities. Sixteen live in other pans of the province, and nine live outside
Nova Scotia.
YEARS OF STUDY
Responses ranged fiom zero (rank begimers) to twenty, the majonty haMng less than
three years of Gaelic instruction.
# vears studyina Gaelic

# of remondents

less than 2

27

2-4
4-7
7- 1O

13
14
4
8

more than 10

METHODS OF STUDY
Most respondents have used a variety of metho& to l e m Gaelic. Fifty-five have taken
at kast one Gaelic class, and fi@-one have used some sort of self-instruction mateds.
Thirty-five have practiced their Gaelic on native speakers, and twenty-nine have attended a

Gaelic immersion at least once. Twenty-two respondents cited other methods, including
conversation groups, practicing with more fluent leamers, transcribing and transiating recorded speech, and the intemet..

OTHER LANGUAGES STUDIED
Other than Gaelic, French was the language studied by the most respondents with fi@seven. Only t h e other languages were studied by more than two respondents: Gennan
(14), Latin (11) and Spanish (7). Chinese, Greek, Irish and Welsh were studied by two

respondents each. The remaining languages were studied by only one respondent. These
were: Japanese, Russian, Hebrew, Hindi, Portuguese, Filipino, Swedish, Esperanto, Yiddish,
Manx, and Mi'krnaq.

REASONS FOR LEARNING GAELIC
Respondents were asked to give the reason or reasons for their decision to leam Gaelic.
The most cornmon motivation was pride or interest in heritage, with twenty-six respondents
giving sume variation on this theme. Twelve respondents mentioned farnily members who
speak or spoke Gaelic. Other common motivators were music (two respondents specifically
mentioned the Rankin Family as having inspired them to leam Gaelic), a desire for cultural
access, regional pride, and interest in languages.
PLANNED USE OF GAELIC

Respondents were then asked what use they hoped to make of the Gaelic they were
leaming. Twenty-seven indicated a desire for social interaction and conversation in Gaelic,
panicularly with native speakers. Ten mentioned a desire to keep the language alive, and
nine said they hoped to pass the language on to their children. Other common answers

included: accessing a different world view; using Gaelic for work or academic study, and
learning songs, poems and stories.

GAELIC IN FAMILY
Thuty-seven of the sixty-six respondents (56%)have or had family members who speak
or spoke Gaelic. For most it was an older relative (e.g. grandparent), although a few claimed
Gaelic-speaking spouses or children.

SCOTTISH ANCESTRY
Fifty-seven respondents claimed to be of Scottish decent, with oniy nine answering in
the negative.

USE OF GAELIC WTH CWILDREN
Twenty respondents have children. Of those, four aiways speak Gaelic to their chil-

dren, one usuaily, six sometimes, four rarely, and five never.

GAELIC ON ANSWERING MACHINES
Foriy respondents have answering machines. Of those, seventeen have used Gaelic on

their machines.

FREQUENCY OF USE OF GAELIC

Respondents were asked to aate how fiequently they speak, r a d , &te,

and sing in

Gaelic. The results foiiow:
Table 3: frequency of use of Gaelic: total sample

"w

Olten

do

p u * ..

freguentiy

off en

sornetimes

rare1y

never

speak Gaelic
with native
speakers

5

10

18

49

11

speak Gaelic
with other
leamers

12

15

26

11

1

read Gaelic

11

16

26

9

2

write Gaelic

4

14

30

11

5

L

1

1

sing Gaelic

sonw

I

13

I

17

I

20

I

10

I

5

OPPORTUMTIES TO SPEAK GAELIC
When asked if they felt they had enough opportunities to meet native speakers, twenty
said yes, and forty-five said no.

DIFFICLrLTY IN SPEAKING WTH NATIVE SPEAKERS
Seventeen respondents said t hey had difficulty getting native Gaelic-speakers to speak
Gaelic to them, while twenty-nine said they had no such difficulty. Twenty did not respond
to this question.

LANGUAGE aTITUDES
Respondents were asked to agree or disagree with a Est of statements pertaining to

Gaelic. The results were:
Table 4: Ianguage attitude results: total sample

Gaeiii is an ancient language

Gaelic is of iiie use in modem saciety
-- - -

-

-

-

-

-

Ws broadening to have more than one
language
Gaelic k a beautifut language to hear and

Gaelic is the language of a people rooted in
the land, rejecting modem ways

To realiy understand Nova Scotian Scotash
culture, you need to know Gaelic

There are important things that can be
expressed in Gaelic wtkh can't be expressed
in Engfii

Gaelc cutture is more environmentalist than
Anglo-Canadian cuitme
Gaelc is the language of backward counby
people
Minonty languages everywhere should be
preserved and promoted

When the results were broken down by fluency, there was one aatement with which
advanceci learners were significantly more liely to agree than intermediate and beginning

Ieamers.
Table 5: responses to the statement by fluency
In order to really understand Nova Scotian Scottish cukure, you neeâ to know Gaelic

I

level of
fluency

agree strongly

beginner

6

intermediate

8

no opinion or
not sure

somewtiat

disagree
strongly

10

4

9

O

6

O

4

1

agree
,rnewhat

I

advanceil

O

disagree

I

O

x2 = 23.99: critical value = 20.09 at .O1 level with 8 d.f. si~nificant

FUTURE OF GAELIC IN NOVA SCOTIA
The vast majority of respondents (56) felt that Gaelic can be saved in Nova Scotia,

while four answered in the negative, and six did not respond.

PARENTAL CHOICE OF LANGUAGE
Given the hypothetical situation of a bilinguai GaeIidEnglish couple with young chil-

dren, half of those who responded (32) said the parents should speak Gaelic to their children.
The other half said the parents should speak both languages to their children. The breakdown by fluency was:
Table 6: support for language of socialization by fluency
Which language would you advise a bilingual GaeIidEriglisti couple to speak to their
children?
level of fluency

Gaelic

both

beginner

11

17

intemediate

1O

10

advanced

11

5

x2 = 3.45: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 levet with 4 d.f. not si~nificant

English

C I l T U U L EXPRESSIONS

Respondents were asked to rate several forms of cultural expression according to how
relevant they are to Nova Scotian Gaelic culture. The results are as follows:
Table 7: Importance of cultural expressions: total sample
expression:

very important

somewhat important

not important

Gaelic stories

60

3

O

fiddle music

53

IO

O

bagpipe music

44

18

O

kilts

9

21

27

step dancing

44

17

1

32

25

5

Highland dancing

square dancing
tartan

l

22

milling frolics

Gaelic choirs

~lanshiplclanassociations
house visits
pipe bands

22

34

l

19

I

29

Broken d o m by fluency, the results are as follows:
Table 8: Importance of Gaelic songs, by fiuency

1

Gaelic Songs
-

level of fiuency:

very important

somewhat important

not important

beginners

27

1

-

1

advancad

1

-

1

16

I

total sample
62
2
x2 = 0.77: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. not si~nificant

-

Table 9: Importance of Gaelic ston'es, by fluency
-

-

-

Gaelic Stories
level of fluency:

very impoRant

sornewhat important

not important

beginners

25

2

-

intennediates

19

1

-

advanced

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

60
3
total sample
4
d.f.
not
siqniticant
x2 = 1.22: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level witt
Table 10: Importance of fiddle music, by fluency

(

beginnen

1

23

/

intemediates

1

14

advanced
1

1
I

1
1
1

4

1

6

1

xZ = 6.03: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 tevet with 4 d.f. not siqnificant

I

-

1
1
1

Table 11: lmportance of bagpipe music, by fluency
1

somewhat important

very important

level of fluency:

not important

1

beginners

1

20

1

6

1

-

1

1

intermediates

1

13

I

7

I

-

I

-

44
total sarnple
18
xZ = 0.83: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 levei witk 4 d.f. not sianiticant

Table 12: lmportance of kilts, by fluency

Kilts
level of fluency:

very important

somewhat important

not important

beginners

5

11

10

intemiediates

4

II

5

advanced

-

3

12

L

I

1

x2 = 11.72: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. sianifkant

1

Table 13: Importance of step dancing, by fluency

Step Dancing

1

level of fluency:

I

1

beginners

1

intemediates

1 sornewhat important 1

not important

8

-

I

very important

1

19

1

advanced

I

14

1

6

1

3

II

1

1
1

I

total sample
44
17
x2 = 3755: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. not sicanificant
r

1

1

1
fi

1

Table 14: Importance of Highland dancing, by fluency
7

Highland Dancing
level of fluency:

very important

somewhat important

not important

beginners

13

9

5

intermediates

9

7

4

advanced

1

4

10
19

23
20
total sample
xz = 13.56: critical value = 13.28 at .O1 Tevel with 4 d.f. sigmcant
-

Table 15: Importance of square dancing, by fluency

1

lewl of fluency:

1

very important

1 sornewhat important 1

not important

7

6

2

advanced

1

5

32
total sampIe
25
x7 = 3.39: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. not sicinificant

Table 16: Importance of tartan weaving, by fluency

1
1

1

1

Tartan Weaving
level of fluency:

very important

somewhat important

not important

beginners

12

9

5

intermediates
advanced

1

9

1
I

x2 = 9.15: critical value

1

= 9.49

1

1

8

7

at .OS level with 4 d.f. not siqnificant

1
1

3
7

1

1
J

Table 17: Importance of milling frolics, by fluency

1

Milling Frolics
levet of fluency:

very important

somewhat important

not important

beginners

22

5

1

intennediates

19

1

-

,

56
total sarnple
7
x2 = 4.18: critical value = 9.49 at .05level witl 4 d.f. not sianifkant

1

Table 18: Importance of Scottish concerts, by fluency

level of fluency:

very important

sornewhat important

21

7

intennediates

15

5

-

advanced

6

9

1

beginners

1

not important

total sample
42
21
x2 = 9.14: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. not siqnificant

1

Table 19: Importance of Gaelic choirs, by fluency

I

-

-

-

-

-

Gaelic Choirs
level of fluency:

very important

beginners

17

sornewhat important

1

intermediates
advanced

total sample
I

xz = 9.17: critical value

34

= 9.49 at .OS level with 4 d.f.

not siqnificant

1

not important

Table 20: Importance of clan societies, by fluency

1

Clan Societies

1

level of fluency:

1

very important

1

intemiediates

1

10

- - -

1 somewhat important 1

I

-

7

I

7
-

-

not important

-

-

-

-

-

- -

1
1

3
-

-

-

19
total sample
29
x2 = 13.01: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. sianiticant

15

Table 21 : Importance of house visits, by fluency

level of fluency:

very irnpoRant

somewhat important

not important

3

1

1

1

beginners

1

advanced

k2= 5.17:

23

1

16

I

I

critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. not sianificant

1

Table 22: Importance of pipe bands, by fluency

1
1

1

Pipe Bands
level of fluency:

very important

somewhat important

not important

beginners

10

11

6

intemediater
advanced
total sample

1

6

-

I

10

- 1 -

5

16
26
x2 = 13.19: critical value = 9.49 at .O5 level with 4 d.f. sianificant

-

- - - - -

4

10

20

Significant differences occurred in the responses to kilts, Highland dancing, clan
societies and pipe bands. In each case,the advanced leamen were significantly more
likely to give a response of "not important".
Figure 2: Percentage of respondents mgarding kilts, Highland dancing, clan societies
and pipe bands as "not important", by level of fluency:

beginner
intermediate
advanced

highland
dancing

kilts

clan

pipe

socletles

bands

In addition, when the responses of the begiMing and intermediate learners were
grouped together and compared with those of the advanced learners, three other categories produced significant differences:
Table 23: Importance of tartan weaving, advanced learners vs. al1 othen:

Tartan Weaving

1

level of "uency:

1

very important

1

sornewhat important

I

7

1

not i

i

i

o

q

beginner 8
intemediate

1
L

x'

l
critical value =

advanced

= 8.95:

1

1

I

5.99 at .O5 ievel with 2 d.f. sianificant

I

1

7

I

1

Table 23: Importance of Scottish concerts, advanced leamers vs. al1 others
-

-

-

-

-

Scottish Concerts
not important
beginner 8
intermediate

1

advanced

I

12

36

I

I

6

I

9

I

x2 = 9.14: critical value = 5.99 at .O5 level with 2 d.f. sianificant

I

1

1

I

J

Table 23: Importance of Gaelic choirs, advanced leamers vs. ail others

!

Gaelic choirs

1

level of fluency:

1

very important

1 somewhat important 1

not important

7

4

I

beginner 8
intemediate
4

advanced
1

1

1

x2 = 7.78: critical value = 5.99 at .O5 level with 2 d.f. sianificant

1

1

GAELIC COLLEGE ATTENDANCE AND OPINIONS OF THE COLLEGE

Forty-three respondents have attended the Gaelic College in the past. Of those, thirtysix have gone there for Gaelic instniction. Founeen have taken classes in other subjects, and
sixteen have attended the Gaelic Mod. Eight respondents have had contact with the Gaelic
CoUege in some other capacity, ranging fiom a tour ofthe grounds to seMng on the College's
board of directors.
Of the forty-three who have been to the Gaelic College, thirty-two said it is a good
place to leam Gaelic. Sixteen said the College does a good job of promoting and preserving
Gaelic, and eight said the overall image presented by the College is an appropriate representation of Nova Scotian Gaels.

Response to the three questions broken d o m by fluency was as follows:
Figure 3: Responses to the question, "1s the Gaelic College a good place to leam
Gaelic?", by fiuency

x2 = 6.93: critical value = 5.99 at .O5 Ievel with 2 d.f. sianificant

Figure 4: Responses to the question, "Doesthe Gaelic College do a good job of
preserving and promoting the Gaelic language?", by fluency

x2 = 4.40: critical value = 5.99 at .O5 level with 2 d.f. not sicrnificant

Figure 6: Responses to the question, "1s the image presented by the Gaelic College an
appropriate representation of Nova Scotian Gaels?*, by fluency

x2 = 3.93: critical value = 5.99 at .OS level with 2 d.f. not siunifkant

Advanced learners were significantly less likely to agree that the Gaelic College is a
good place ro learn Gaelic than dl other learners.

Respondents were asked to rate several individuals accordhg to their importance to the

Nova Scotian Gaelic identity. Due to a clericai error, several respondents from U.C.C.B.
did
not receive this page of the questionnaire. The results therefore are based on a total of 48
responses:
Robert Bums
Robert Bums was a famous 18th Century Scottish poet. He wrote in a Lowland Scots

dialect, and though he is oflen claimed as "the national poet of Scotland," he had no relationship to Gaelic culture, other than to be among the £irst to romanticize it.
6
very important
somewhat important : 8
not important:
28
not familiar:
2
no response:
4

Bonnie Prince Charlie
The Young Pretender, Charles was raised in Italy and s?oke no Gaelic. His armed stniggle
to gain the British throne in 1745-46 was supponed largely with Highland troops.

very important:
4
somewhat important: 26
not important:
11
not familiai:
3
no response:
4
St. Columba
St. Columba was the Irish monk whose led the first major Gaelic invasion and subsequent
settlement of what is now Scotland. There is a St. Columba church in Iona in Uctona
County, Cape Breton.

very important :
somewhat important:
not important:
not familiar:
no response:

8
19
9
8
4

John Knox
John Knox was the Lowland Scot who led the Reformation in Scotland. Although he was
not a Gael (and regarded the Highlandws with contempt), he is an iwn in Presbyterian
Gaelic communities, and several churches are named fier him throughout eastem Nova
Scotia.

very important:
somewhat important:
not important:
not familiar:
no response:

8
7
18
11
4

Alan the Ridge
Alan "The Ridge" MacDonald was one of the first Gadic settlen hInverness County, and is
well-known for his bardic compositions.

very important:
32
somewhat important: O
not important:
O
not familiar:
11
no response:
5

Sir Walter Scott
Sir Walter Scott was a farnous 19th century Lowland writer, and was one of the people most
responsible for the development of tutanism. E
s novels such as "Rob Roy" contnbuted to
the rornanticization of the Gael.

3
veiy important :
somewhat important: 8
not important :
23
not familiar:
7
no response:
7
Malcolm Gillis
Malcolm Gillis was a well-known bard and fiddier fiom Southwest Margaree. Many of his
compositions were published in Srneorach nan Cmc 5 nan Gleann and are still popuiar in
Cape Breton.
very imponant :
somewhat important
not important:
not familiar:
no response:

25
O
O

18
5

Robert the Bruce
Robert the Bruce was king of Scots in the early 14th centuy and led the Scots army at the
decisive battle of Bannockburn, in which they drove out the English army and secured Scottish independence for several centuries.

very important:
4
somewhat important: 12
not important:
22
not familiar:
6
no response:
4
Jonathan G. MacKinnon
Jonathan G. was a Gaelic scholar fiom Whycocomagh and the editor of Mac-Talh from
1892-1904, making it the longest mnning Gaelic newspaper anywhere in the world.

very important:
somewhat important:
not important:
not familiar:
no response:

18
3
O
19
8

Angus L. Macdonald
Premier of Nova Scotia and a semi-speaker of Gaelic, Macdonald was instrumental in the
tartanization of the province as a tounsm draw.
very important:

somewhat important:
not important:
not familiar:
no response:

8
18
5
12
5

Rev. Norman MacLeod
The Rev. Norman and his followers settled in St. AM'S,Mctoria County for thirty years
before leaving for New Zealand. MacLeod's legend is part of the history of the Gaelic
College, which is situated on his former property.
vely important:
12
somewhat important: 20
not important:
3
not familiar:
8
no response:
5

A.W.R MacKenzie
MacKenzie was the founder of the Gaelic College.

very important:
somewhat important:
not important:
not famikir:
no response:

9
12
4
17
6

Màiri Mh6r nan Oran
Màiri Mhor (Mary Macpherson) was a bard from the Isle of Skye most noted for her songs
about the Clearances.
very important:
somewhat important:
not important :
not familiar:
no response:

14
15
4
11
4

Joe Neil MacNeil
Joe Neil was a major Gaelic tradition-bWer whose store of traditional stories made him a
cetebrity in Gaelic circles on both sides of the Atlantic in his later years. He passed away in
1996.

very important:
40
somewhat important:
1
not important:
O
not famiiiar:
2
no response:
5

Bard MacLean
John MacLean was the composer of "A' Choille Ghruarnach" quoted earlier. He settled in
Pictou County in 1819 and later moved to Antigonish County. He composed many songs
which are still sung in Nova Scotia and in Scotland.
29
very important:
somewhat important: 3
not important:
O
not familiar:
9
no response:
7

Father Rankin
Father Rankin was a well-known advocate of Gaelic culture in Cape Breton, in particular
fiddle music. He was one of the organizers of the Glendale Fiddle Festival, narted in the
1970's in response to the film ?ne Lari C q e Breton Fidder.

very important:
35
somewhat important: 5
not important:
O
not familiar:
4
no response:
4

The MacKenzies of Christmas Island
Archibaid J. MacKenzie was the author of The History of Chri~nnc~s
IsZd Parish and the
composer of many songs still popular in Cape Breton. His sons Hugh and Archie Aiec were
also well-known bards, singers, and musicians.
very important:
somewhat important:
not important :
not familiar:
no response:

25
3
O
16
4

Buddy MacMaster
Buddy is the best-known of the older generation of Cape Breton fiddlers.

very important:
somewhat important:
not important:
not familiar:
no response:

32
12
1
O

3

Ashley Maclraac

very important :
10
somewhat important: 23
not important:
13
not familiar:
O
no response:
2

Marjory Kennedy Fraser
very important:
somewhat important:
not important:
not f d i a r :
no response:

5
10

13
14
6

The Rnnkin Family
very important:
19
somewhat important: 26
not imponant:
2
not familiar:
O
no response:
1

There were no significant differences in the responses to the above individuals when
broken d o m by fluency.
It is difficult to assess how representative this sample is of the Gaelic leamer population

in Nova Scotia. No one knows how many Gaelic learners there are. One cm count the
numbers of students registered in classes, but not those who study on their own. Nevertheless, this sample does include leamers from as broad a range of sources as possible. These
included classes at two universities, a one-day class, a feis, meeting of the Halifax Gaelic
Society, and several house visits.
The absence of responses from the Gaelic College was unfortunate; however in my own
expenence there as a student and instructor, most of the students corne from outside the
province and have limited exposure to the Nova Scotian Gaelic community as a whole. This
is not to Say that such students make for undesirable respondents -several such leamers are
included in this survey - but rather that their capacity to answer questions such as "how

important is x to the Nova Scotian Gaelic comunitf?" is necessarily restricted. Therefore

an over-representation of "visiting leamers" rnight skew an attempt to establish an accurate
picture of the future Gaelic community of Nova Scotia. Furthermore, those students from
outside Nova Scotia whose cornmitment to Gaelic in the province is more solid wiil likely
show up at other Gaelic events such as those listed above. At the same time, visiting leamers
who attend the Gaelic College for a few weeks and then leave are still one integral aspect of
Gaelic life in the province, or at least in Cape Breton in the sumertirne.
Apart From the missed opportunity at the Gaelic College, there are undoubtedly other

leamers who rarely attend organized events such as classes or feisean. They rnight be local
residents or people from away with relatives in Nova Scotia who learn from famiiy members
or neighbors or in an othenvise private fashion. These leamers are the most difficult to
enurnerate and represent yet another unknown quantity. The following discussion should
therefore be considered with these factors in mind.
Roughly half the sample claimed at least a modicum of ability to speak, understand,
read and write Gaelic, the other half claiming ody mdimentary ability. The trend from the
sample would indicate that only a few leamers persist to the higher levels of fluency. For

many this may be intentional, Le. not every leamer wants to achieve full fluency, many being
content with a few phrases or the ability to cany a simple conversation. For others it may
reflect the difficulty of access to a Gaelic-speaking environment. There is nowhere on earth
where one is forced to speak Gaelic in order to function, and precious few places where
Gaelic is spoken at dl, so the opponunity of fluency through social interaction is very re-

nricted. This is a problem cornmon to leamen of rninority languages. For example, Trosset

notes that the learners she encountered regarded the lack of opportunity to speak Welsh was
the hardest aspect of learning it (1986: 169).
The sample as a whole was more proficient at understanding and reading Gaelic than
speaking and writing it, which is typical of second language learners. On average they are
slightly better at reading and writing than speaking and understanding, which is of course
strikingly different from the situation with native speakers, most of whom are unlettered in
Gaelic.
The rnajority of the 66 respondents were young people under 30, a large number of
them university students. This is hardly surpnsing, as the survey was given out, arnong other
places, at university-level Gaelic classes at St. Francis Xavier University and the University
College of Cape Breton. Most students in these classes are of typical university age (i.e. 182 l), although there were a few mature students in these classes. It is quite possible that there

are more older Gaelic-leamers than is reflected in this sample, because it is much easier to
find leamers in organized class settings (which, when inclusive of university classes, would

tend to weigh in favor of younger students) than to seek out individual learners using selfinstruction methods, who may be of any age. Despite this, there are reasons to believe that
learning Gaelic is more popular with younger people in Nova Scotia. Inasmuch as musicians
such as Ashley MacIsaac and the Rankin Family spark an interest in Gaelic in their fans,
those fans would tend to be young. The younger generation is the first to grow up in the
aftermath of the previous Revival of the 1970's, in which many of the anti-Gaelic sentiments

which had been prevalent were refuted. Someone who came of age in the 1950's or 1960's
may still carry some baggage of this sigma. 1have heard more than one person observe, for
example, that it is cornmon to see both young and old people at local square dances in Cape
Breton, but middle-aged people are more rare.
The sample was roughly evenly balancecl between men and women. However, only
one-quarter of the advanced learners were women. The advanced leaner sample was small
(1 6 respondents), so caution must be taken not to over-interpret this gap. Finlay Macleod,

a noted Gaelic activist in Scotland, has said that "successfùi" leamers (i-e.leaners who achieve

functional conversational ability in Gaelic) tend to be male (personal communication). His
expianation is that, unlike a leamer of a major language like French or German, Gaelic
learners m u t be aggressive and persistent in getting native speakers to speak Gaelic to them.
Therefore, assuming that men are, on the whole, more aggressive than women - whether
by nature, nurture, or a combination of the two -this may explain a tendency for women to

be Iess present at the higher levels of Gaelic fluency. This is a dubious assertion, however,

and it remains to be proven conclusively that more men achieve fluency than women. Even
if this were to be proven, there would be a multitude of possible explanations.
The majority of respondents were raised Roman Catholic, a result which is unsurprising,

given that Catholics make up the majority of the Scottish population of eastem Nova Scotia.
Also, two of the venues where 1 collected surveys, St. Francis Xavier University and the
Christmas Island Feis, are places where one would expect to find disproportionately more
Catholics; St. F.X.U. is a Catholic university in a predominantly Catholic area, and Christmas

Island is a Catholic cornmunity. Presumably if 1had handed out surveys at the Nonh Shore
Feis, a Protestant area, there would have been more Protestant representation. This is not to
suggea that there is any sectarïanisrn at work in Gaelic cummunities, but rather that local
representation tends to predominate.
It was interesting to note the popularity of the New Democratic Party among respon-

dents, although broad interpretationswould be dangerous for two reasons. First, drnost half
the respondents (30) aated that they had "no particular preference" or did not respond.
Second, Gaelic is not much of a political issue in Nova Scotia, despite sorne efforts to politicize it. None of the political parties in Nova Scotia has a policy on Gaelic, unlike the situation in Wales, where Plaid Cymru has support for Welsh as in integral part of its party manifesto. However, suppori for an endangered minority language is a value more easily fitted
into the multicultural and social welfare ethos of the NDP than, Say, the more Danvinkt
approach of the Refonn Party. Note that the respondents were airnost unanimous in their
suppon for rninority languages in general.
People learn Gaelic for a number of different reasons. The responses given by the
sample are necessarily shorthand answers - interest in heritage, grandparents who spoke
Gaelic, and so forth. M e r ail, there are many more people who are interested in their
Scottish or even Gaelic heritage, or who have or had Gaelic speaking relatives, than have
taken the further step to try to leam the language. In interviews with several Gaelic instmctors, some deeper motivations were revealed. One instnictor said that people's reasons for
leamhg Gaelic tended to differ according to age group. Older leamers, he said, were usually

looking for a sort of reconnection with the Gaelic environment they had experienced in their

younger years. Many lemers in their child-bearing years, on the other hand, spent their
childhood in a partidly Gaelic environment, but were ait off nom it by virtue of their not

knowing Gaelic.
And very o h they'li say things like . . . '%hey7d be over Our place
singing aii the time in Gaelic, and 1 never understood a word." . . . .
T k y missed out on something. It was something that stiould have
been theirs, but it wasn't there for hem. It was the= but no one
expected ttiem to participate in iî, they didn't participate in it, and at
the time they probably didn't have a heck of a lot of interest in
participating in it. But with hindsight, especially king in tbat time
in your life, you want to fil1 in those areas, because you want to
have somehing to offer your children. (GI-2)

These explanations indicate the sincerity behind simple phrases like "1 want to get in
touch with rny heritage." Of course, there are leamers with less senous motivations, especially arnong the younger learners (although there are young leamers with real ernotional

attachrnents to the language as well). The current fashionability of al1 things Gaelic attracts

many casuai learners who may or may not go very far in their studies. And there are also
those who rnight be called "hobbyists", who, as one instnictor said, "take Gaelic the way
they take knitting or tennis."
The desire to make a connection to one's roots is probably the most cornmon reason for
leaming many minority and heritage languages. Davies and Bowie (1 992) relate the experiences of many Weish learners who overcarne the arnbiguities of their Anglo-Welsh identity
by "discovering" a Welshness encompassed by the language, and Trosset notes that

monolingually Anglophone Welsh people who learn Welsh are considered to "regain their
complete identity." (Trosset 1986:172)

The idea that one's identity can be less than complete is perhaps what some leamers are

adrnitting by studying Gaelic. Ceriaidy there are altemate Scottish or Nova Scotian identities - such as tartanism -which are readily accessible without going t hrough the trouble
of leamhg a language. For a minority, however, these are insufficient.
1 remernber my brother cuming back fiom S c o t h d with the crest
-the MacNeil tartan in the background and Kisirnui Cade in
the middle, you know, and those funny words you couldn't say
but soinebody toId you meant "Wctory or Death" -and forming
an attachent to that, you h w ? And then you realize that,
"Jesus, ifs nght here under my nose the - . l etime -the old
man who was right here. . . . That bothered me. (GI-2)
A similar confiict exias for people who learn Yiddish. There are many ways in which to

be Jewish, but many of those who study Yiddish feel a need for a connection to the lived

reality of their parents or grandparents, something which can feel much more inmediate

than, Say, religious study or current events in Israel (Shmulevitsh-Hohan 1995).
It was interesting to note that none of the respondents mentioned anything related to
tmanism as a motivating factor in their decision to leam Gaelic. This is not to say that none

of them have tartanist notions, but perhaps, as noted earlier, tartanism has developed an
identity apart fiom Gaelic, without one necessarily depending on the other. The instmctors
1 interviewed said that some students do corne in with a tartanist idea of Gaelic culture.

though they are relatively rare.

And 1 guess it kind of. . . what's that mythical Scutîish place, in the
play? Brigadoon, yeah, that kind of Brigadoon mentality . . . . And
diey're disappointeci or rnaybejust don't accept thatJoe JVNny Alec
down the r d , that's the real stufE 1 mean, he drives a back hoe,
and he's got four ici&, and that's the reai Gaelic cuiîure right there,
as opposed to soinethmg mon flambyant, somcthing more romantic, somethllig more perhaps refined, you know, bat "If1 look deep
enough at this I'm going to find that ail my ancestors lived in a
cade and ate off fine china. 1 mean, this is what 1 know - Joe
Jimmy Alec, 1 know Joe Jimmy Alec. Not too much excitement
there. I'm looking for something that's more exotic than this fella."
(GI-2)

The sample was more likely to speak Gaelic with other leamers than with native speak-

ers. This is understandable, as many learners do not live near native speakers, and attending
a class or immersion necessitates interaction with other learners. That almost half the sample
(30) rarely or never speak Gaelic with native speakers might be cause for concern among

teachers and activists, but it must be taken into consideration that most in this category are
begimen who haven't been learning for very long, and will doubtless have more contact
with native speakers if and when they advance to higher levels.
Despite the fact that there is Iittle reading material available in Gaelic, most respondents
claimed to read Gaelic at least "sometimes". For many this would probably consist of material specifically geared toward leamers, such as reading exercises in textbooks. Articles in

periodicals such as Am Bràighe, children's books, folktales, poetry and the Bible are also
common reading matenais for leamers.

The sarnple is largely a singing sample, and no doubt this is tme of most leamers.
Gaelic songs are one of the more endunng enticements to learning Gaelic, whether it comes
from a grandmother in the kitchen or h m a pop band on the radio. Songs are cornmonly

learned in Gaelic classes not just as an alternative method of teaching vocabulary and gram-

mar, but because it is in demand f?om most audents. This is cornmon for many minority and
heritage language instruction environrnents. Moa Yddish textbooks, for example, include

several songs (Zuckennan 1987; Weinreich 1992; Zucker 1994).
It is unsurprising that the vast rnajority of respondents (45) said they didn't get enough
opportunities to speak Gaelic. In addition to an otherwise busy life, opportunities to speak
Gaelic have to be sought out, for some at great expense. A learner living in Halifax, for
example, may take an adult education class and practice with the other students there, or go
to the bi-weekly Gaelic conversation evenings sponsored by the Halifax Gaelic Society. But
an enthusiastic leamer would not be satisfied with this, and he or she could not j u s pop over
to Mabou or Christmas Island any day of the week. Even those leamers living in cornmunities where Gaelic is spoken typically have to set aside the time to socialize with Gaelic
speakers, and few people would consider themselves as having copious fiee time.
Somewhat more surprising was the plurality of respondents who said they had no difficulty getting native speakers to speak Gaelic to them. Native Gaelic speakers, along with
their counterparts in Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Brittany and so on, are supposedly famous for
their reluctance to speak their native language to outsiders, especially those not fluent. This
has been blamed on everything from a sense of politeness to the effects of anti-Gaelic attitudes. However, those who said that they did not have difficulty getting native speakers to

speak Gaelic to them were not necessarily saying that these native speakers were speaking
Gaelic exclusively or even primarily. It rnay be that many of these respondents were only
looking for a willingness to speak a few words of the language or have a simple conversa-

tion. This would be especidy true of beginners. Trossett (1986) and McDonald (1994)
both observed a reluctance on the part of native Welsh and Breton speakers respectively to

use theû language with learners.
The sample was in broad agreement on most of the language attitude statements, supporting what could be considered to be the "pro-ûaelic" side of every issue. There were
only two statements where more than ten respondents opposed the populat consensus. In

the first -"Gaelic is the language of a people rooted in the land, rejecting modem ways" the split response can be seen as reflective of the values of individual learners, and how they
project theu values onto the culture. Many people view Gaelic culture with the antimodemism
described by MacKay (1994), and some consider the Gaels to be the spiritual cousins of First
Nations peoples. For such people, the image of the Gaels as people rooted in the soi1 is a
positive image, perhaps their inspiration to leam Gaetic in the first place. For others, this
image may smack of the old stigma which depicted Gaels as ignorant, unkempt bumpkins, an
image prevalent until recently. A breakdown by fluency does not demonstrate any diver-

gence in response to this statement. McDonald (1994) noted a similar tendency arnong
Breton activists to regard the "true" Bretons as uncorrupted peasants.
The ot her controversial statement was, "To reaIIy understand Nova Scotian Scottish
culture, you need to know Gaelic." ''Nova Scotian Scottish culture" may rnean different
things to different people, but it would appear that the more advanced leaners regard a
knowledge of Gaelic as more essential to an understanding of it then Iess advanced learners.
This would indicate that the more fluent one becomes in Gaelic, the more one appreciates

what distinguishes it from the more material (and the more ersatz) aspects of the Scottish
identity. Such a pattern parallels other minority language situations. Welsh speakers are of
course much more likely than the Anglo-Welsh to believe that one must know Welsh in order
to be "Mly" Welsh. in a place like Wales or Ireland, such differences of opinion are more
wntentious than in Nova Scotia, where the issue of one's identity is both less divisive and
overarched by wider Canadian identities.
Gaelic learners of al1 levels of fluency show themselves to be activists to some extent by
virtue of their unanimous advice to bilingual parents: speak Gaelic to your children. Half
recornmended speaking only Gaelic, the other half both Gaelic and English. The advanced
leamers were more heavily Gaelic-only, the begimers leaned more toward both languages,
and the intermediates were evenly split, though the differences were not statistically significant.

It is interesting to compare these results with the results of my earlier study among
residents of Christmas Island and the North Shore, in which 1 posed the same question
(Dembling 1991:34). In that survey, the majority of Gaelic-speakers recornrnended speaking only English. This is one area where the difference in the attitudes of leamers and native

speakers differ. While many native speakers may encourage the use of English-only as a
result of the intemalization of anti-Gaelic attitudes, as Mertz claims, others appear to see
raising a child in Gaelic as meaningfbl only the context in which they were raised - Le. with
a whole cornrnunity of Gaelic speakers to suppon it. A common rationale for advocating
English-only was "things are different now" and words to that effect.

By contrat, leamers may tend to see Gaelic as more of a self-standing idea which can

have rneaning in the absence of the complex familial and community relations which made it
so relevant to native speakers in their childhood. This can be seen as a paraliel to the situation of Yiddish among senilar Yiddishists and the ultra-orthodox. The Yiddishists, whether
native speakers or leamers, see Yiddish as an entity in itself; indeai, it is their central cause.
Arnong the ultra-onhodox, Yiddish is rarely given a second thought. Rather, it is propagated in the context of its role as the vesse1 of Jewish leaming, and in the absence of such a
cultural context little value would be placed on the language (Fishman 1991b).
Certain cultural expressions were given unanimous or near-unanimous endorsements

as integral aspects of Gaelic culture in Nova Scotia. Among these were: Gaelic songs and
stories, fiddle and bagpipe music, step dancing, milling frolics and house visits. Square
dancing was only slightly more contentious. The expressions which received divided opinions were the wearing of kilts, Highland dancing, tartan weaving, Scottish concerts, Gaelic
choirs, clanshiplclan associations, and pipe bands. Advanced leamers on the whole considered these latter expressions to be less important to Gaelic Nova Scotia than did the beginning and intermediate learners. It is possible that some leamers (in particular beginners)
were reluctant to consider anything on the lia as unimportant, and some respondents checked
"very important" for every category. In any case, the responses reflect a changing dynamic
of the Gaelic identity in Nova Scotia, which is turning increasingly away from tananism and
toward traditions which have traditionally been practiced by Gaelic speakers in the province.
Certainly tartanism continues to thrive outside Gaelic circleq and even among learners it still

Coliege has never been able to conclusively decide whether it is a vehicle for Gaelic language
regeneration or a tartan tourist trap, so the respondents to the survey tend to have an ambivalent overall impression of the place. The advanced leamers were generally more negative in their assessrnent of the College, which fits in with their more negative view of tartanism as a whole. However, many advanced leamers still attend classes, immersions, and
milling frolics at the College, and some stated that they owe their proficiency in Gaelic in

large part to their attendance there. Support for the Gaelic instmctors is high; however, the
instructors themselves are often quite criticai of the College's perceived lack of attention to
Gaelic. It should be noted as well that much of the survey was conducted before some
encouraging developments at the College: the hiring of one of the instructors as the full-time
Gaelic Director, and the de-emphasis of competitions at the Gaelic Mod, with more focus

put on other activities such as rnilling ffolics and ceilidhs.
The response to the question of the importance of certain individuals to the Gaelic
identity of Nova Scotia proved somewhat problematic. Aside fiom the problem of one
group of respondents not getting that page of the survey, many respondents were not familiar with most of the individuals listed. Nevertheless, cenain patterns emerge From the responses as given. Many individuals were considered important to some degree by dl or
nearly aU of those who gave an opinion. They were: Alan the Ridge, Malcolm Gillis, Jonathan

G. MacKimon, Joe Neil MacNeil, the Bard MacLean, Father Rankin, the MacKenzies of
Christmas Island, Buddy MacMaster and the R a n h Farnily. Those with solid but less than
unanimous support included the Rev. Norman MacLeod, A W.R MacKenzie and Màiri Mhor

nan Oran. Those who were considered "not important" by a majority of those giving an
opinion were: Robert Burns, Sir Walter Scott, Robert the Bruce and John Knox. Individuals
whose importance were contentious includeù Bonnie Prince Charlie, St. Columba, Angus L.
Macdonald, Majory Kennedy Fraser and Ashley MacIsaac. Among the first category (unanimous or near-unanimous support), there were four bards, one aoryteller, one publisher, two
fiddlers and one music group. Al1 are fiom Nova Scotia and most are or were Gaelic speakers. Arnong the three in the second group (less solid support), two were Gaelic speakers,
but only one of those was fiom Nova Scotia. In the third category (wntentious) two were

Nova Scotians, one of whom was a semi-speaker of Gaelic. In the last category (majority
'hot important") were four Scots, of whom ody Robert the Bruce was a Gaelic speaker.
Perhaps the most notable of these responses was the response to loe Neil MacNeil.
Few people, even learnen, would have heard of Joe Neil before the publication of his collection of stones, Tales Until Dawn, ten years ago. In that shon space of time, he has become
one of the more well-known names among leaners. This is a testament to the priorities of
the Gaelic instmctors in the province, who unanimously saw in MacNeil a valuabie resource
of Gaelic learning, both fiom the quality of his Gaelic and his cultural credentials.

Lessons from the Otber Minority Language Revïvals
The challenges facing Gaelic in Nova Scotia are sunilar to those facing many other
minority langages, some of which were outlined in the beginnhg of this study. It may now
be usehl to retum to them to note how they have dealt with these difficulties, and to see if
there are any lessons or warnings for Nova Scotia Gaelic in the process. The two major
challenges of the Gaelic Revival in Nova Scotia which have been focussed on here are the
revitalization of the language and the emergence of altemate Gaelic or Scottish identities.
In Scotland most cornparisons with Nova Scotia in terms of revitalization methods will
be flawed, because Scotland has an enormously important resource for RLS which Nova

Scotia does not: large numbers of Gaelic-speaking children and adults of child-bearing age.
Much of the RLS activity in Scotland centen on Gaelic-medium and bilingual education,

which may have already begun to tum the tide in the downward trend in Gaelic-speaking
children (MacKinnon 1984). The chances of achieving widespread Gaelic education anywhere in Nova Scotia are next to nil, as it has taken as much energy as could be rnustered
simply to retain one Gaelic tacher in the Mabou school district. In the absence of a sizeable
population of Gaelic-speaking parents or a strong ideological aspect to the Nova Scotia
Revival, sufficient populv will is lacking. In any case, the agitation for minority language
education for a language so far diminished as is Gaelic Nova Scotia would be counterproductive and drain precious resources away from more useful activities (Fishman 1991a).
There are other Scottish initiatives which c m or could relate to the Nova Scotian situation. One is the Gaelic Playgroup Association, Comhairle na Sgoiltean Araich (CNSA).

CNSA began as a volunteer grassroots effort to provide pre-school-aged children (both
Gaelic-speaking and monoglot English) with daily exposure to Gaelic, to prepare them for
Gaelic-medium education. From its founding in 1982, it has grown from 4 playgroups to
150, serwig 2,600 children in 1996 (Cothmm, no. 8, summer 1996). Playgroups have been

attempted both in Cape Breton (Iona) and Halifax, but currently none exia. In Cape Breton,
interested parents tend to be scattered across the island, making it difficult to attract enough
participants in any one area. Nevenheless, this is a potential vehicle for future RLS efforts in
Nova Scotih as it does not require Gaelic-speaking children or parents. What the children
then graduate on to is of course another problem.
Related to the playgroup experience is an effort to gather older Gaelic-speakers, in
those parts of Scotland where no children or adults of child-bearing age speak the language,

and bnng them together with children. This was mentioned to me by an activist in Scotland,
although I have yet to read of any such effon being put into practice. It is a creative use of
limited resources (Le. Gaelic-speakers) and one which fits the Nova Scotian situation well.
In theory thk could be done with adult learnen as well, and has been put into practice on a

small scale. At immersion classes at the Gaelic College, native soeakers fiom the area are
invited to stay or visit for the week and interact the students.
Whereas the existence of an altemate Scottish identity provides a way for some Nova
Scotians to "regain" their heritage without the need for Gaelic, in Scotland there is something of a reverse trend. As tartanism and the glorification of the Gael dunng the Bumd
Scott era have become bound up with the overall Scottish identity, many Lowland Scots

with at best tenuous ties to a Gaelic heritage are nevertheless pursuing Gaelic as an aspect of
their Sconishness. So whiie there is a danger that the existence of a Scottish cultural identity
independent of Gaelic can divert RLS efforts, there is a tlipside which encourages those who
rnight not otherwise be interested to leam Gaelic. The identification of dl Nova Scotia as
Scottish, as Angus L. Macdonald trieci to do, may have produced a similar effect, as evidenced by the nine leamers in the survey who do not have a Scottish background.

RLS efforts in Ireland are often pointed to as the way nef to go. given the continued
decline in native Irish-speakers despite 75 years of independence. While the state made Irish
the first official langwge, compulsory as a subject in school and a prerequisite for civil
seMce jobs, it has done little to make more substantive efforts, such as widespread Irishmedium education (acnially, this was atternpted in the 1960's. but was abandoned under
pressure fiom the protests of some parents pishman 1991a]).
Despite the fact that the Irish governrnent's efforts on behalf of Irish have been "replete
with tokenisrn" (Fishan 1991a: 141), there are a few grassroots initiatives which could have
some bearing on Nova Scotia. The most drastic example is the Shaw's Road Community in
Belfast, in which a number of young second-language leamers established an Irish-speaking
comrnunity in which to raise their children (Maguire 1991). Such a comrnunity could theoretically be established in Cape Breton, but for now the few Gaelic-speaking farnilies are too
scattered, and even if they banded together in the same area there numbers would likely be
too small to f o n a cohesive community

More easily emulated would be such smder-scale initiatives as Éigse-~arlow. ÉigseCarlow is a two-week festival combining music, sports, drama and poetry, films, contests
and quizzes ail conduaed in Irish. As such it is not too f;u removed from the local feisean in
Christmas Island and other wmmunities, but more comprehensive. Despite its temporary
nature, it has created some level of pro-Irish rnomentum in the wmmunity which carries
throughout the year (Fishman 1991 a: 130-3 1).
Irish in Ireland does not have a counterpart to tartanism to contend with, but it must vie
with a strong English-speaking Irish identity. The Irish of the Republic no longer need the
language as a badge of distinction or non-Englishness. Moreover, the rest of the world
recognizes the Inshness of such English-language writers as Joyce, Yeats and Wilde (not to
mention Roddy Doyle, U2 and the Cranbemes). Many Irish people rarely use Irish at home,
but employ it abroad, as an antidote to homesickness or to avoid being mistaken for English
people (Fishman 199 1a: 143). As there is no movement for independence or general feeling
of cultural oppression emanating fiom Ottawa, this has little relevance for Gaelic in Nova
Scotia. However, a certain parallel can be seen in the emergence of a "Cape Bretoner"
identity, ethnic-neutral and English-speaking, originating in industrial Cape Breton County
but gaining acceptance throughoui the island. This is another identity with which RLS
activists wilI have to contend.
Welsh and Breton make for poorer comparisons with Gaelic in Nova Scotia, as their
sheer numbers of speakers so far exceed even those of Gaelic in Ireland and Scotland. Welsh
also enjoys a good ded of official support and subsidy. Both Welsh and Breton have a

variety of adult learning methods available, including immersions. The Wlpan immersion
course in Wdes, modeled on the Hebrew Ulpan system, has been singled out for praise for its
effectiveness (Davies 1993:82-3).

The Anglo-Welsh identity is something of a newcomer, as English-monoglot natives of
Wales have only emerged in large numbers since the Industrial Revolution tumed the South
Wales valleys into a series of mal toms. But while the Anglo-Welsh increasingly develop
their own culture, the Welsh language is never far away, geographically or emotiondly. And
those Anglo-Welsh who become fluent in Welsh are considered by Welsh-speakers to have
"regained" their identity (Trosset 1986:172). This may be an oversirnplification, but it points
out the difficulties for learners of Gaelic in Nova Scotia, who would not necessady be
considered "Gaels" by Gaelic-speakers even afler becoming fluent in Gaelic (although the

Nova Scotian quivalent of the Anglo-Welsh, i.e. natives of the province's rural Scottish
communities would have an easier time claiming the title).
Things appear not to be as simple in Bnttany, where the value systems and language
activisrn of the Breton RLS'ers so contrast with the native speakers that in some cases they
do not associate with each other (McDonald 1994). Irregardless of whether the value systems of Gaelic learners in Nova Scotia clash with native speakers, there is always the danger
of a sirnilar de facto split in these two halves of the Gaelic community. As evidenced by the
survey, Gaelic leamers associate more with each other than with native speakers, whether
because of convenience or a higher cornfort level. This is a potential impediment to a cohesive Gaelic cornmunity, which can ill-afford such splits with such small numbers.

In Cornwdl and the Isle of Man, RLS efforts have gone on for decades without the
benefit of native speakers. Both efforts revolve around a hardcore group of activias. Unfortunately, much of the Cornish activity is spent bickering over which orthography should be
used (there are three different spelling systems, each with their own adherents). The real
example for Gaelic in Nova Swtia must be Manx. Manx RLS efforts began in the early
decades of this century, when interested learners sou& out the last native speakers of the
language, analogous with leamen in Nova Scotia from the 1960's to the present day. Despite the passing of the last native speaker, Ned Madrell, in 1974, the 1991 census counted
643 people clairning fluency in spoken Manx, more than double the number in 1971 (the

question was not asked on the 1981 census) and representing about 1% of the Manx population (Miller: 1993). The situation on Man has now progressed to the point where Manx is
taught in al1 public schools on the island and a Manx Gaelic playgroup association, modeled
d e r CNSA, has been established.
No academic studies of the Manx revival have been published, so it is difficult to ascer-

tain the connectedness between the current Manx-speaking cornmunity and the last generation of native speakers. In Cornwall there was a disruption of at least a century between the
last native speakers and the first revivalists, so the question of authenticity is entirely subject ive.

Yiddish is a bit of a different case. It has no "homeTyand Yiddish-speaking communities
exist across the globe. Additionally, secular Yiddishist and Uitra-Orthodox communities are
mutually exclusive and do not generally interact. While Yiddish is fairly secure in Ultra-

Orthodox communities, it is in much worse shape among seailar Yiddishists. Secular schools
such as the Arbeter-Ring (Workmen's Circle) and Sholem Aleichem Folk schools fiom New

York to Buenos Aires have either closed down or evolved into more generic Iewish schools
where Yiddish is de-emphasized (Fishman 1991b:96-7). There are some activities which
encourage fluency among learners of Yiddish, nich as immersions, retreats conversation
groups and even a basketbal1 league, but the dispersed nature of the Yiddish-speaking world
makes serious organized efforts difficult.
Yiddish also suffers fiom conflicting identities. Not only is it quite possible to be a Jew,
in many definitions of the word, without knowing Yiddish, but for some it is not enough to
know Yiddish. 1 have heard several religious (though not Ultra-Orthodox) Yiddish speakers
say that without a thorough knowledge ofBiblica1 Hebrew, and of the religious practices and

ntuals attending it, no one can claim to be tmly Yiddish. Secularists vehemently deny this,
but it can and dues cause some unease among Yiddish learners who do not have a religious

background. This debate echoes the comrnents of the Gaelic instmctor quoted above who
questioned the authenticity of a Gaelic learning experience which ignored the religious aspect of the culture.
In sumrnation, the examples of the above language situations point the way for some
small-scale models for achieving positive RLS results in Nova Scotia. They also provide
warnings for those who would concentrate on the more public and official realms before
attending to the language at the farnily and cornmunity Ievel.

This is a niche communiry which is going to be inrentional. It
a l ~ a d is
y intentionof. We am al1 hem inrentio~ilyPeople will
be coming to the ama becmue of Gaeiic, rather thon mmining in
the a m as a mmft of Gaelic.
GI-3

What gets termed a "Gaelic revival" can be viewed f?om many angles, the assessments
varying as a result. From the most narrow perspective - the maintenance of the Gaelic

language as a comrnunally spoken language in everyday We -there has never been a Gaelic
revivai in Nova Scotia in the sense that most people think of it. However, the ability of a
destitute and broken people to achieve a cultural and linguistic prospenq throughout the
nineteenth century, creating a legacy of native Gaelic speakers which will live into the twentyfirst century, is remarkable, and it is an acmmplishrnent rnatched by few immigrant lmguages not attached to a colonial power. In this respect, the period of 1800 to 1880 must be
seen as a real revival, not just From a Nova Scotian perspective, but fiom the perspective of
Gaeldom as a whole.

After this period came outmigration and language shift, followed closely by the widespread introduction of tartanism to the Maritimes. The ensuing Revivais of the 20th century
were a mix of tartanism and linguistic activism, concemed outsiders and alienated insiders,
money and politics.
Current activity around Gaelic in Nova Scotia does contain some elements which could
be considered the beginnings of a linguistic revival. The numbers of people leaming Gaelic

have increased, by al1 accounts, over the last decade. The small proportion of these who
have achieved or will achieve fluency will necessarily be very srnaIl, but their impact has

already been noticeable. For the first time since the Second World War, there are children
being raised in Gaelic in Cape Breton. A good deai of the linguistic activism has found its
inspiration h m the lived expenence of those making up the last of the Gaelic community, as
opposed to earlier (and some current) activities which viewed Gaelic culture through tartan
glasses. These are al1 trends which began in the 197OYs,concurrent with the revival of Cape
Breton fiddling and the in-migration of back-to-the-earthers locally, and the explosion of
interest in minority cultures globally.
Although srnall in number, the learners who achieve fluency, together with the odd
immigrant fkom Scotland, represent the future core of Gaelic culture in Nova Scotia. It is
their combined knowledge which will sustain any future generations of learners and children
socialized in Gaelic. And though most in this group would like to think that they are doing
their best to present as accurate a representation of Gaelic culture to the future, few would
daim that they are presenting an unchanged version of it. The lived experience of these
people is in many ways radically different fiom the last generation of native speakers. Apart
from the obvious fact that most of this core group does not have Gaelic as their primary
language of reference, there is a funher difference of material experience:
The best Gaelic speakers of course are profoundly based in an
agricultud lifestyle view of the world, as urbas they may
be at the sarne tirne, simpIy because they're not active in agriculturai pursuits. Th- buy white bread at the store, they don? raise
potatoes anynore, but their reference points are still in that world.
These people are al1 going to disappear. (GI-3)

Many people - including some supporters of Gaelic - feel that for Gaelic culture to
be authentic, it has to be based in this mral lifestyle view of the world, and some point to the

impossibility of rnaintaining such a worid view as proof that Gaelic cannot survive as a living
language. Similar charges are often leveled agaimt modem-day Native Amencans - that
they can't be r d Indians if they don? Wear buckskins, live in teepees and hunt with arrows.
Such a black-and-white view of the world is of course quite at odds with reality. What, for
example, is "authentic" English verse: Byron? Shakespeare? Beowulf? Every culture
undergoes change, and Gaelic is no exception. The issue to be considered is not whether
Gaelic culture will change in Nova Scotia, but how it will change. Will it be in accordance
with underlying Gaelic sensibilities, dong the lines of the adaptation of the piano into the
Gaelic musical repertoire? Or will the change corne from without, like the organization of
military pipe band music? The answer is likely to include some of both. It is true that the
future Gaelic cornmunity "may be difEerent in terms of its material reference points, but it
need not necessarily be significantly different in tems of its intellectual foundations." (GI-3)

But this does not guarantee that this such will be the case.
The view of the commercial success of some musicians as evidence of a Gaelic revivd
is dubious. Mass culture's taste in popular music is notoriously fickle, and if Ashley MacIsaac
and the Rankin Family are only mentioned ten years fiom now in the "where are they now?"
context, this will say nothing about the state of Gaelic culture in Nova Scotia at that tirne.
The preponderance of young musicians perfoming in the traditional style can be seen on the
one hand as evidence of a resurgence in the Gaelic tradition or an anglicization or appropriation of it. If it were only necessary to nourish the non-Gaelic speaker's sense of the Gaelic
tradition to effect a revival, then A.W.R. MacKenzie's efforts would have been sufficient. To

the extent that Gaelic speakers see a depamire kom Gaelic music in the younger musicians
(as much as they may enjoy the music itself), one must question whether Cape Breton fiddle

music will be an integral piut of the Gaelic tradition in another generation's time, or if it will
acquire its own unique place in the picture. On the other hand, even those young musicians
who depart moa radically nom the Gaelic tradition aill look to the older generation of
musicians and singers for their inspiration, and many make some attempts to l e m at l e s t
enough Gaelic to help their musicianship. There is at least a latent potential for the musical
tradition to be "re-Gaelicized".

If al1 the efforts of the current Gaelic Revivd will have accomplished nothing else, we
should at least be able to say that, after the last of the older generation of GaeIic speakers
passes on, there will be a core population in Nova Scotia who will carry with them a knowledge of the Gaelic experience in the province which is much closer to its lived reality than
previous Revivalists have had. Even with the aiterations that are bound to corne with an
evolving Gaelic culture, and even if the language cannot survive, then perhaps at least its

speakers can be remembered for who they were and what they valued.
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